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CHAPTER I

..

STATEMEl'\TT OF THE PROBLEM

.-Juvenile delinquency has become a matter of
increasingly serious concern to society during the past few
generations.

Many investigators have concerned themselves with

•

the various psychological and social aspects of delinquency,
but the solution to the problem has not been found.
The question, therefore, can be legitimately asked: \'iuy'i
A possible answer, perhaps, is contained in the failure
to understand the juvenile delinquent as an individual.

As an

individual, he is a unit that does not fit properly into that
complex abstraction, called society.

As an individual, he

stands alone, isolated from the social communion of Ois
neighbors.

If this is the delinquent's character, and if this

is his present lot, then it is here where intense
of effort must be focused.

concentr~tions

'The more facts that can be collected

about the delinquent as an individual, the greater will be the
probability that his social status can be amended.

1

I
I
I

I
j

2

In allooating priority to the

psyoholo~y

of the

juvenile delinquent over the sooiology of the oommunity, oare

.

must be exer,oised, lest a distorted perspeoti ve result.

In the

total oonfiguration of juvenile
delinquenoy, sooiologioal
.. ~

features oannot be ignored.

It is to the oommunity that the

delinquent must be returned, not in a delinquent role, but
status of a sooialized individual.

in

the

In his new role, the

delinquent must assume the same degree and quality of responsibility aooepted by the other members of his sooiety.
Sinoe that is the ultimate goal of his reintegration,
a greater understanding of him must be aoquired.

In making his

readjustment, he must be able to oontribute in a positive manner
to the development and welfare of his newly adopted group.

He

must reorientate his talents and skills to the oommon'\-:eal.

The

questions immediately arise:
his skills?

I

What are his talents?, What are

How oan they be utilized not only for his own

benefit, but for the welfare of the oommunity to whioh

he.~eturns~l

The answers to suoh inquiries can be made available through

,I

oounseling and vooational guidanoe.
Suoh a program does not refleot wishful

thinkin~.

recognize the importanoe end value of a sound vooational progra~.

II

Despert, for example, at the New York Trainln[" Scheol for Girls,

!

Personnel employed in institutions for juvenile delinquento

reports that "the main approach to the problem of jllvelJllc

,,
i

;

'--------------------------------~,

1

de11nquen0Y' at th1s 1nstitution

~!3

through an eduoat10nal or

vooat10naltraln1ngprogram outlined for.eaoh
adm1ss10n" (39, p. :578).

g1~1

shortlY' after

Adm1nistrat1ve personnel at the Ill1no1s

State Training Sohool for, Girls, have been tak1ng steps to
c '

•

....-

,.

1ntroduoe a' s1milarprogram,.in their institution, so that a more
suooessful adjustment oan.be, insured for the wards after their
return to ,the .oommunitY'.,L _,'.>,
Counselors .of delinquent girls and probat1on and parole
offioers who endeavor:.to aid the Y'outhful. offenders in their
sooial readjus.tment·through employment also appreoiate the
,

~

s1gnif10anoe'of,propervooat1onal guidanoe and training programs.
All professional personne;t 1nvolved, however, despair at the
dearth of knowledge', ooncerning the. v,ooat1onal' 1nterests and
. ::;'j~:.:t.·..lljc3

of th1s .group.

Even though valiant effort '1e being

made to d1sperse the 1gno ranoe surround1ng this area,' the information ava1lable issoant.and tar from oonolus1ve.

Theoretical

interpretat10ns of d,.nam1os und.erlying suoh deviant behav10r
flourish, whereoonorete,'. faotual data should abound.

The

quest10ns asked in this area are manY' but the answers are few.
The primary objeot1ve ot this proJeot, therefore, will be to
attempt to prov1de add1tional data having a bearing upon these
questions.
Novak, 1nan ear11er study, reports some s1gnif1cant
~ifferences

in the vooat1onal interests of delinquent and

4

nondelinquent males' (119, p. 48).

But how do delinquent females

differ in their interests from their nonde1inq\lent peers?

At

.

least in part, this researoh has been designed to answer that
question.

Many believe tnat the female delinquent t s success·ful

rehabilitation is of greater importanoe than that of the male,
sinoe there is a strong probability that she will bear ohildren
and have an,1mportant influence upon their sooia1ization.

•Her

techniques in adjustment may vary radically from those of the
male; but the basic problems in effecting a satisfying personal
relationship with her community, and its reciprocal aooeptance
:"

of her as a useful promotor of sooiety's welfare, are the saU!e.
She is not spared the oompetitiveness of the open labor
market (104, p. 38).

Unless she oan reoeive suoh gt;lidance an-3

counseling through whioh her interests and abili tic::~

cc~:

0>0

expertly evaluated, she oan easily fall v10tim to exploitation,
whioh adds to personal frustrat10n and sooia1 ma1acjustment.
Unless she oan be adequately prepared for an oooupation oonsisten
with her natural dispos1tions during a period in whioh a re-

"

integration of the self is being effeoted, she leaves the
institution unprepared and. unqualified to rrerit the gratifications of permanent employment (160).

The stigmata of

unsuitability and instability are more deeply impressed upon her,
and her undesirable behavior patterns are reinforced (148).
The delinquent owes a debt to sooiety.

SOCiety usually

5
demands that i tb~ .paid,:in spite of the verbalized rationalization about "treatment" rather than "punishment".
...
however,

al~o

owes a debt to the delinquent.

b111ty may-be mutually

d1~9harged,

Society,

How this respons1-

then, can only be d1scovered

through well planned and painstaking research.

The intent of

th1s study is to explore' possible lim1tat10ns wh1ch 1nterfere
with the delinquent's meeting of these respons1b111t1es • •
Morespeo1f1cally, this' research is proposed to
supplement the limited knowledge regarding the vocat10nal interests and aptitudes of delinquent girls •
. The instruments to be used are the Kuder Preference
Record and the complete battery of the Differential Apt1tude
Test.

The former is a standard techn1quefor the appraisal of

-!I'::"..,t~.o:1a,l

.

preferences •. The latter measures the basio sk1lls

neoessary for vooational sucoess, wh10h in a f1nal analys1s, is
a major faotor 1n social adjustment.
The emphasiS, then, .is on the individual.

H1s'

relat10nship to the oommunity, however, is not negleoted.

An

integration of the psyohology of juvenile de11nquenoy with the
sooiology of his oommunity 1s effected.
The first three hypotheses of th1s projeot were
suggested by the findings of a prev10us study by the author, in
Which preferenoes of a group of delinquent and a group of nondelinquent boys were oompared.

In that research, the means

,\

6
oomputed for the Soientifio, Meohanioal, and Outdoor Soales of
. the KPR signifioantly distinguished the nondelinquent
from the
....
delinquent group.
intense.

The.1nterests of the nondelinquents were more

The delinquent 1:>0Ys seoured higher mean soares 'in the

Artistio, L1terary, and Musioal areas.
indioation of .maladjustment.

This was said to be an

Though th,ese d1fferenoes were not

sign1fioant, a definite trend was indioated.
The prof11es of the delinquent group were generally
depressed.

Th1s differenoe was signifioant at the .05 level of

oonf1denoe.

Also, when the two sign1fioantly h1gh soares on

the KPR were oombined, the nondelinquents were more likely to
obtain Il!eohanioal-Soientif10, Meohanioal-Computational, and
Soientifio-Computational interest patterns, than were the
delinquents.

•

These differenoes were signifioant at the 0.1 level

of oonfidenoe.
The fourth hypothesis proposed in this study is the
result of speoulation and researoh findings of Feinberg (152,
,
p.21l), Diller (40, p. 181), Small (141, p. e), and Weohsler
(164, p. 155) who oontend that delinquents ref1eot poor
abstraotive ab1lity, poor motivation, short attention span, low
frustration toleranoe, poor work habits, and an inability to
pursue to

oomp1eti~n

such problems as are found in the reasoning

tests of the DAT.
In the present researoh, attempt will be made to

7
evaluate the f?llowinghypotheses:
1. Nondelinquent girls' possess "sign1f1oantly
higher
..
mean soores ·in the Outdoor, Soientifio, and Meohanioal areas of

.--

the KPR.

2. Delinquent girls seoure higher mean soores on the
Artistio, Musioal, and Literary'InterestSoales of the KPR.

3. The·1nterest profiles for the delinquent group are
generally depressed'or weaker in intensity, that is, the
delinquents have fewer individual reoords refleoting two or more
signifioantly high scores than have the nondelinquent group; and
in the oombination of significantly high soales (centile of 75
or above) the two E?roups reflect signifioant differences.

The

two groups also differ significantly in the oombination of low
~cales

(centile.of 25 or below).

4. The mean of the aptitude tests measuring different
reasoning abilities is significantly lower in the delinquent
group.
There are add.i tional reasons for proposine this
research.

"

It is aooepted that interests are mainsprings of the

individual's behavior and reaotions to his environmental needs.
The levels of aspiration, motivation, and personality are all
related to interests, and

~ystematio

understanding of these faotors.

researoh may evoke a clearer

This study may contribute

further to a better understanding of the delinquent since strong

8

(144, p. 515) oonolJdes that measures ·of an'indiv1dual's interests
may easily prove

th~

best approaoh to an understanding
of him.
,-

In addition, after extensiveresearoh in the area of vooational
interests, Darley (37, p. 7.2.) suggests that other investigators
seek out var1'ous groups and oonduot further vooational interest
researoh projeots.

He states that more speoifio information

about the oharaoteristio vooational pattern of individuals or
groups is needed'.

It is believed that the female delinquents

used in this study would oompose suoh a group_

·

"

OHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE· LITERATURE

.-A'reviewofthe literature relevant to this study
suggests the oonolusion·that·the female population of our penal
institutions has' been rather seriously negleoted by those fnterested iIi researoh.

This is' not too surprising when it is esti-

mated that male offenders outnumber'female violators in ratios
existing from four to twenty to one (38,.48).

The literature

is filled withspeoulation-regarding the varied aspeots of
sooiopathic activity; but the areas of vooational interest and
aptitude are rarely mentioned speoifioally.

Although a limited'

number of allusions to similarities and differenoes' in vooational
interests and aptitudes ot nondelinquent and delinquent girls
were found, markedly contrasting viewpoints were refleoted.
When experimental evidenoe is laoking, however, it is inevitable
,

that different hypotheses are introduoed in an attempt to
observed phenomena..

explai~

Few oompleted studies are available which

attempt to verify these hypothetioal statements.
In the vooational and aptitude studies that have been

9

10

o.onduoted oompar1ng,d1fferent maladjusted groups with "normal"
Qnes, male subjeots are almostexolus1vely used.

.

of the

ava1l~ble

The majority

stud1es on aptitudes of delinquents,
were;found

to be most limited in soope.

-

..

For example, theyoompared tapping

speed, observed athletio prowess, and oreative ability in the
olassroom.

•

They were most 1noonolusive in their results.

Frequently, data yielded by delinquent reoords were oomps.red
with norms not applioable to the group evaluated.

•

Many times,

too, no oomparable nondelinquent group was involved.

wbere one

was employed, usually no effort was made to oontrol the most
important variables, and the delinquent group was merely oompared with an inoidental

sample~

It is realized, however, that

the matoh1ng of grouPs'is most,d1ff1cult to accomplish because
of the numerous barriers enoountered in attempting to seoure
adequately matcbed groups.

This is espeo1ally true, when groups

of acceptable size, whioh y1eld more oonclusive results, are
des1red.

.

,

Regarding the development of vooational interests,
marked variations are noted in the theories that have been
proposed.

This laok of agreement is most obvious in the

comparison of the speoulations representative of the psychoanalysts with that group who emphasize oontemporary environmental conditions.

On the one hand, the analysts stress

determinism, holding that vocational interests and the selection
of an occupation are merely a reflection and result of early

,

11
unconscious needs.

On the other hand, the latter group places
,

.,

,

primary emphasis on the individual's locale and the jobs

..

aval1a~le

in the area •. Regardless of identification with a particular
school or philosophy, it is..-interesting to note the factors consieered important in voca~ional selection by the various
,

disciplines.

The sociologist usually emphasizes the role,of

socio-economio pressures; the psyohologist

posits the dynaU')ic

aspects, with stress on the psychological oharacteristics of the
subject and the role played by relatives and friends; the
guidance counselor stresses the individual's lack of information
and insight in the development of his vocational interests and

_

his ultimate vocational
choioe (148).
..

Logically, all personal

and environmental factors should be considered, since objectively
it is usually recognized that theT are all important:
A speoif10 theory regarding the struotural.development
of vocational interests and vooational choice is presented by
Ginzberg (65).

Ginzberg maintains that the individual reaches
,
his ultimate decision, not at any single moment in time, but as
a result of a series of decisions over a period of years.

He

considers oocupational choice a prooess whioh is largely
irreversible.

Thompson (155) supports this point of view by

stating that vocational choioe is a long term process and not
a concrete, specific event oocuring at a specific time.

Except

in very rare instances, an individual does not decide at a

,

12

oertain age to seleot one position.

Whenever this does occur,

it is usually in regard to a oholoe of one of
such as law or medicine.

~he professi~ns,

Generally, however, the individual

"gravitates toward" rather:ihan speoifioally chooses the
oocupation in which he ultimately finds himself.

Garrison

d.issents, and holds that pupils frequently make vocational

•
decisions' on the basis of one single momentary experienoe, such
as, an enthusiastio leoture, social approval, or a recent contact
with an animating personallty.

He adds, however,that decisions

made in this manner are somewhat in harmony wl th earlier "life
bents" (6,:5, p. 314).

Generally, 1 t ls held that vocational choice

consists of a-serles of deolslons made in the light of a more

.

distant goal, toward;whloh the indivldual strives with various
strengths of motivation at dlfferent times in his ohronological
development.

Glnzberg (65~ p; 491) further oomments that

vocational choioe oan begin at birth and, under
oiroumste~oes,

~ertain

oould possibly stlll be an open issue at tha time

of the individual's demise.

This prooess, inoluding the numerous

deoisions, is analyzed into three periods:

(a) the period of

fantasy ohoioe (b) the period of tentative ohoioe and (0) the
realistio choioe period.
11 years of age.

and caprioious.

The fantasy ohoioes are made before

This is a period when the ohild is most fiokle
He believes himself oapable of assuming the

duties and responsibilities demanded by any vooation he desires.

,

13
Usually, however, he has l1ttle knowledge of the vocation he is
considering. 'H1s'impulses and needs are'translated. into his
,

occupational

~hoice.

.

Perhaps one day he desires to be an

engineer; on successive days a streetcar conductor or medical
..

-

doctor seems'more appealing.
The second per1od, that of tentative
approximately 11 to 17 years of'age.

~ho1ce,

lasts from

During this time subj,ctive

factors, namely,'interests,oapao1ties' and values, operate alrr:ost
exclusively.

In sequence, the interest phase occurs first during

adolescence beoause cho1oesduring this period are primarly based
on individual 1nterest.

Later, the adolescent takes into

consideration his capaoities to a greaterdegree and becomes somewhat more rea11stic.

F1nally, in the th1rd stage of the tentative

period, the subject1s values are also brought into consideration.
Of course, these factors--interests, oapaoities and values-never function exolusively, but usually evolve in the order given
above.

At approximately 17 years of age, the subject finds him\

self in a state of transition.

He is either direoted toward

some type of immediate employment, or gives consideration to more
formal education.

Berdie (12), too, hold.s that vocational

choice tends to beoome more realistio as the actual occupational
decision is approached and the student starts thinking more
critically about training requirements and personal limitations.
Thus, vocational choioe continues to shift from the glamorous to

14
the more realistio-and praotioal.

Ginzberg (65, p. 493)

oonsi'dars' these taotorsih his third or final period, that of

..

realistio

cho~oe.

ration stage,

1

It oonsists of three phases, namely, explo-

orystalizati~~

stage, and speoifioation stage.

In the exploration phase, the individual for the last time
attempts to further aoquaint himself with his alternatives.

This

is followed by the orystalization phase of the realistio peDiod,
wherein he determines his vooational area.

The speoifioation

phase of the realistio period follows, and the individual ae1ill!its
his area of oooupationand seleots a more speoifio position.
Ginzberg theorizes that this usually ooours between 17 years of
age and early adulthood.

His hypothesis was given some verifi-

oation in an experimental study by Kaplan (90), where 282 former'
students of Idaho University were used as subjeots.

The data

oolleoted revealed that most of these persons, at the age of 17
or 18, deoided upon a more speoifio oooupational pursuit, and
resolved vooational ohoioe problems.
The vooational theory presented above stressed the
developmental or struotural periods of vooational interest and
ohoioe.

Regarding the oontentual or psyohologieal faotors which

determine to a great extent the time of oocurence of the three
periods discussed above, Carter's (26) hypotheses seem to be in
agreement with most authors.
Home environment, personalities of olose friends,

I
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companions and·parents,.plus'the oultural resouroes available to
the individual, >'are all. mentioned as important external factors

..

in determining a person's vooat.ional preferenoe.

The indi viClual

reoeives great satisfaction from the identifioation with some

.--

person or'group of individuals whom he respects.
he obtains status.

In this way

Through this id,enti:f'ication his interests,

hobbies, reoreational aotivities and other life experienoes
beoome restricted.

•

To the extent that this is true, the person's

interests grow and he learns about the vooation and the vooationa'
groups.

Other influences, somewhat beyond the individual's

control, are his' personal needs, physioal traits, mental ability
and other native endowments.'
Here, too, the.olose interaotion between growth
processes is involved.
oontrolled.

Some'of these prooesses are biologioally

The effects of glands regulating size

~d

other

physioal propert1es that oan effeot vooational oho1oe are obv1ous.
Limens in all sensory areas, rang1ng from defioienoy to marked
aouity, are products of organio interaotion, heredity and training, and they plaoe oertain lim1tations upon the development of
aptitudes and the ult1mate seleotion of an oocupation.

Education

al development and academio experienoe are also important in the
development of desirable vooational interests t a.nd eventual
vocational adjustment demands the assimilation of realistic value
systems found in his oulture.

Here,

ael~onoept,

motivation,

"
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and aoadem10 relat1onsh1ps'are involved.

This assimilation,

.

Carter states, "impl1es learning, maturation, development of
.-

oharaoter'

an~

personal1ty.

All these faotors relevant to learn-

ing, maturation, and development in general have a bearing upon
;.~-

the development of vooational attitudes" (26, p. 187).
Many of the faotors mentioned above are also involved
The two most extreme schools
•
of thought in regard to aptitudes are (a) those who vigorously
in the determination of aptitudes.

defend biologioal determin1sm and (b) those who just as strongly
adhere to the theory of enVironmental experienoe and training
opportunities.

It 1s oonoluded, however, that the middle of

, the road group, those who do not identify strongly with either
of the above, olaim an overwhelming major1ty of disoiples.
They maintain that abilities are not solely determined by innate
oapaoity; ne1ther are they oompletely 1ndependent of original
endowment and based exolus1vely on learn1ng and env1ronmental
oontaots.Perhaps, Bingham best represents the moderate group
,

regarding the evolut1on of aptitudes.

Most 1mportant, he insist,

is faotual data regarding the person's aptitudes as they ere
presently refleoted.

They represent possessed characteristics

indicative of future suooess or failure in some ocoupational
pursuit.

Whether the individual was born that W3Y, or whether

he aoquired 'certain enduring dispositions in his early infnncy,
or whether he matured physioally and psychologically uncer

I
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circumstances whiohresulted in radioal alteration of his
originallTendowed capacities, is a question of speoulative and
theoretioal interest.

.

It is of. more oonoern to our whole sooial

-

struoture, however, beoause aooording to Bingham, this information has a bearing on publio policy in regard tb universal
education, the potential oontributions of the schools and even
upon our eugenio legislation.

It is of little praotical moment
•

to the oounselor when the subjeot has reached the stage of
eduoational and ocoupational planning.

At that time, the develop-

ment of aptitudes has most certainly been the produot of interaotion between oiroumstances'and oontributing factors, both innatE
and environmental.

-

The individual's capaci ty for gaining ma..'1ual

skills, his intellectual oomponent, emotional make-up, moral
charaoter--in fact, all aspects of his total personality--are
subj uga ted in vB.rying degrees ·to l1mi tat10ns, .o1roumsoribed

by

opportunities for growth and exero1se, as well as by his
or1g1nal, determined nature.

Regardless of what the oonst1tution

originally was, it has been modified by numerous faotors.

\

This

oocurs under the impaot of both favorable and unfavorable
internal stimulation and from souroes extraneous to the person.
During this entire per10d, naturally, the constitutional factors
responsible for potent1al apt1tudes and various ab1lities have
unfolded and taken shape (17).
It must also be emphas1zed that 1n the evolution and
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eventual man1festat1on of;apt1tudes,. apt1tudes and. present ab1lity
are not 1dent1ca1.0nemay possess the apt1tude to beoome an
exoellent meohan1c, wh10h in

tu~

.

means that under proper oon-

ditions and training the chances for suooessare good.

-

Conse-

..

quently, displays of aptitudes in standardized settings afford
an opportunity to select candidates who possess oertain skills
and who will most likely aoquire profioienoy'with further

.

trainin~
'-

To this extent, suooess at a speoifio occupat1on is probably
assured.
Thus, we see that manY'ofthe factors responsible for
the gradual development of vocational 1nterests are also, in varying degrees, respons1ble for the development of aptitudes.

In

the last analYSis, personal characterist1cs, except10naltalents,\
env1ronmental associations and guidanoe are responsible for the
deve.lopment of vooat1onal preferenoes and aptitudes, and the
determinat10n of them.' A closer exam1nation and appraisal of the
various elements that are act1ve determinants 1n the evolution of
\

vocational interests and abilities may reveal whether or not some
basis exists for possible variation in delinquent and nondel1nquen:
groups.
First, the various external faotors of both groups will
be examined, namely, home environment"relationshlps afforded,
and participation in eduoational and recreational activities.

Secondly, the more internal aspects, suoh as intelligence,

~
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physioal status, abi11t1es, level ot asp1rat1on, motivation,
self~onoept

and personal adjustment will be disoussed •

..

Many hold that the most 1mportant etiologioal faotor
in delinquenoy is the home (163, 70, 168, 19).

.--

Darley (37, p. 8)

oontends that students ooming from homes where family me-le.a jus t~ents

exist refleot oooupational interest soores that are

depressed and unpatterned.

Broken homes, parental neglect apd

lack of proper disoipline, all of whioh oontribute to vocational
patterns, are found to exist more frequently in the history of the
delinquent.

In en attempt to determine the needs of Amerioan

young people, 13,000 1vT..a.ryland youths between the ages of 16 ana 24
were studied br Bell (9).

It was found that 70'per cent of the

whi te fe,milies" olass1f1ed came trom "normal It homes llnd approximately 32 per cent of both wh1te and negro fami11es were subjected
to broken home living as a result of death, d.ivorce, separation or
desertion.

Shideler (136, p. 715), however, found that 40 to

70, per oent of the various groups ot delinquents studied came
\

from broken homes; whereas, only 25 per oent of all children came
from s1m11e.r environments.
One hundred n1nety-one normal adolesoent boys and girls
and 138 delinquents of both sexes were included in an extensive
study by vli ttme,n.

It was found that the girls in the control

group had both parents in 87 per cent of the cases as o0Posed to

approximately 20 per oent of the female delinquents e.t th€'

i

I

Il1inC'=~'l
!

I

'----------------------------------',•
)
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State Training SChO,ol. for Girls (168, p. 181).
-

,.

,

,

The delinquent

.

group to be used in this study will be seleoted from that
institution.

Again, the oonclusions of researoh oonducted by

the San Francisoo

Departmen~_of

Public Health are pertinent, sinc

it was found that the broken home was one of the primary contributing faotors to the delinquent behavior of 365 sexually
promisouous girls interviewed" extensively (100, p. 68).

In a

study of four groups from oorreotiona1 institutions in New York,
Slawson (140) found that 45 per cent of the delinquents

cam~

from broken homes whereas only 19 per oent of the pupils from
three pub1io schools in the area came from similar

environ~ents.

Merrill (109, p. 120) found that 50 per cent of 300 California
delinquents studied oame from broken homes, as contrasted to
25 per cent of a'simi1ar oontro1 group that
that type of home.

wer~

.

products of

Healy and Bronner (80, p. 49), the

G1uecks (67), and Despert (39) report similar findings.
Home disoipline, also an element of home environment
which affects vocational interest, is muoh poorer in delinquent
groups.

Sadler (132, p. 131) insists that young people are

profoundly influenced by the attitudes and actions of older
persons and look to them for instruotion and example.

He adds

that the delinquent is frequently in c'ontact with parents who
lack the neoessary knowledge, understanding and practical
experience to assist him properly.

Seventy per oent of the 500
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delinquents studied by the Glueoks (66, p. 119) came from homes
where excessive amounts or total laok of
were found.

~urt

~isciplinary

.

enforce!!!ent

(23, p. 37) reports similar findings.

Seventy-

nine per cent of the English homes which fostered delinquent
..-

children displayed defective family disoiplinary patterns.

This

was seven times more frequent than that which was found in a
similar number of nondelinquent family groups.

More than tqree-

fourths of the delinquents investigated by Merrill (109, p. 122)
came from homes where the discipline was in some way extremely
erratiC, that is, either very lax or extremely rigid.

Half of

the 300 youngsters resided in homes where both parents were
either indifferent or actually hostile towards the child.
Wittman (168,~p. 179) concludes, after a very extensive study of'
329 normal and delinquent adolescents, that parental'relationship
definitely distinguish the two groups.

On a rating scale, the

delinquent girls refleoted negative emotions toward the father
and only low average attitudes toward the mother.

The parents
,
were oharaoterized as "rejeoting" or "indifferent". This was in
contrast to the normal or average relationships with parents
experienced by the oontrol group of ado1esoent high school girls.
The importance of these influences is emphasized when the results

•

of Norton and Kuhlen (118) are oonsidered.

They found, after

interviewing 193 teachers and factory employees, thn t the

f[l;~ily

Wa,a ranked. as being the primary determinant of voce. tional choice.
Petera (121), too, states that the family is the rreatest sjn 0 le
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agency in

dete~ln1ngvoca.ti·ona.l

seleotion.

It has also been proved that friends.. of the family
have some effect upon "the seleotion of a youth's vocational
preferences (27).

The fami-ly friends and acquaintances supply

the offspring with information and attitudes regarding
occupations, as well as influencing other aspects of their
social life.

Acquaintances who serve as models for an indfvidua-

may especially influence vocational choio~.(l2, 95).

Crouch

(35) found that problem adolescents of both sexes were
influenced by family and friends in the choice of avocation,
but unfavorable emotional influences and the natural stress
of the adolesoent period were even more important.

It is

~

generally accepted that undesirable family acquaintances are
found more frequently in the environment of the delinquent; but
Friend and Haggard (59, p. 16), after emphasizing the importance
of peer and assooiate identifioation, pOint out that little
actual soientifio researoh has been oonduoted to verify or,
determine the degree of its importance.
It may be ooncluded that marked differences exist
between the home environments .of the nondelinquent and
delinquent.

It is recognized, however, that to evaluate many

of the above statements, it would be necessary to discover
whether defective family relationships were not eql)s.lly
. prevalent in the baokgrounds of ohildren oonsidered nonoelinquen·

,

who oame from the same areas, when other variables were rigidly
oontrolled.

..

Aooo.rding to many authors,' eoonomio level and sooia1
status are' direot1y re1ated'to
the oooupation of the parents and
,.-are very influential in regard to vooational se1eotion of the
ohi1dren.

Bell (9, p. 47) oomments that under the surfaoe of

our sooia1 milieu there operates a striking oonourrence of sQcia1
and eoonomio foroes that tend to freeze sooia1 levels and groups
into a perennial status quo.

He makes the inference, after

studying 13,000 subjeots', that low grade attainment of the offspring and eventually low level oooupations are assooiated with
low inoome oooupations of the parents.

Olshansky (120), too,

attempts to prove this point and holds that just as en
oonstitution is ohosen for him by his parents, so

too~

ir.oi~l:CL:C::.I!

is his

job level almost similarly predetermined by the sooial status
of the parental figures.

Further importanoe is given to social

position by Super (148, p. 122), sinoe he holds that ohildren
\

from lower inoome groups secure less eduoation than do ohi1dren
from families more finanoially seoure.

This, in time, results

in entering lower level oooupations with no better opportunities
afforded to offspring than the parents themselves experience n•
Of added sienifioanoe is the faot that insuffioient family

1s frequently ref1eoted in personal insuffioienoy;

an(~

inoc~G

eoono:::1c

crisis in the family frequently oontributes to delinouent :end
asocial acting out by offspring (131).

,
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In a more soientifio approach based on researoh, 1nvolv1ng Midwestern adolescents, Hollingshead (84) found that there

..

was little indeoision among adoJ,.escents of the upper olass social
groups.

These students knew what their parents expeoted and

.--

-

recognized that they oould look forward to eoonomic and sooial
assistance from them when attempting to secure their vocational
objectives.

The choice of a. vocation was similar to the job

l

patterns assooiated with the sooial class of their adult world.
It was concluded that the seleoti-onof a vooation by these
adolescents was a refleotion of' the1r experienoe in their social
class and family oirole.

The high labor turnover in lower class

cultural groups was a reflection of lower social class mobility
and amorphous-vooational 1nterests •. Also, Havighurst t S (79)
study of 13 year old student's in a Midwestern oommuni·ty of 6,000
revealed that sons and daughters of families with

hig~er

social

status tended to do better in areas measured by the Chicago Tests
of Pr1mary Mental Abilities.

The students ooming from home.s of

lower social position as olassified by Werner's soale of social
olasses, performed less adequately.

Havighurst and Janke (87)

obtained similar results again in a study of 120, 16 year old
adolescents in a typioal Midwest oommunity.

The girls from

families possessing better social standing significantly surpassed

t:;,e lower level social groups on the Minnesota Meohanical .Asse:r:blv I
Test.

Significant findines favoring the higher social groups

\'''0r~

I
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also refleoted on the Wechsler-Eellevue Intell;1genoe Scale, the
.~~

.

Iowa Silent Reading and the Paper Form Board fests.
In another study attempting to detetmine tJ'What extent
sooial-olass oulture influenoes vooational ohoioe, Galler (61)
seoured essays from 492 ohildren.

The subjeots were divided into

two groups, namely, upper lower olass and upper middle olass
status.

The essays were speoifioally intended to bring out

1

vooational interests and the reasons for their selections.

w~en

chi square was employed, although the subjects did not tend to
follow the parents' speoifio oocupation, the upper class boys had
a more intense desire for a speoifio occupation than did the
lower olass boys.
basis.

The girls_could not be differentiated on this

Both sexes in the upper olass group selected positions

identified with higher social status.

However, the female

choices were not consist.ent, and it was concluded tha.t women's
occupations are not struotured in a sooial status hierarchy to
the extent that male oooupations are.

Of muoh importance to the
,
present study, however, was the finding that lower olass girls
were more immature in the seleotion of their ocoupations, and
that parental influences aotually had marked effects upon the
choice of the subjects.
Form and :flUller (54), in a study of 276 work histories
in Ohio, concluded that there is a strong tendency for the offspring of white collar or professional workers to either inherit
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the father's oooupat1onorsurpasslt 1n oooupat1onal ratings,
whereas, ohildren from homes of manual laborers. usually inherit
their father ',s oooupation or fall below it.
positive relationship

betw~~n

They found a

the eduoational and the occupation'

level of the father, and the vooational aspiration level of the
children.

Moore (111, p. 51), however, after investigating 95

senior high sohool students, found that the students, favorEid
with better economio or social status, did not surpass lower
social level students in regard' to the realism of desires and
ultimate vooational goals.

He oonoluded that they needed just

as much personal guidance as the lower inoome groups.

The level

of occupation engaged in by the parents did have more influence
upon the offspring, however, than d1d the specific occupation
pursued by the parental figure.

.

Moore (11, p. 38) adds that

only 6 of the 95 high sohoo1 students thought that the occupation
or desire of the parent had a strong 1nfluenoe upon their
vocational ohoioe.

Greater var1ability 1s noted in the work of

Sears (134) where from seven to 23 per oent of over 1,000 seventh
and eighth grade students desired to enter the exact vocational
pursuit of the father.

Somewhat similar results are eiven by

Proctor (126) and Andrews (4).

Proctor, in a follow-up of 045

high school graduates out of 1,514 students employed in sn
original study, found that 13 per oent actually engG.60d in the
exact occupation of the father while 51 per cent were

worl~ins

~
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at the same oooupational level.

Seventy-five per cent of the

sons of fathers engaged in professional work desired a

..

professional

~osition.

None of· the remaining 25 per cent select-

ed occupations below the skilled trades level, again alluding to
the important influence of social baokground.
Six hundred seventy-three college men involved in
Anderson's (3) researoh revealed that 40 per cent of their •
fathers and 37 per oent of their mothers made vooational
suggestions to them.

Twenty-seven per oent of the students were

.

ultimately employed in areas refleoting the paternal desire,
though only one out of ten really believed they were actually
influenced by parental suggestion.

Sheldon (135) dissents, end

concludes, after a study of 550 girls and boys, that the
occupation of the father had little effeot upon the chilo's
selection.

However,.i t should be pointed out that elementary

school children were involved.

POSSibly, parental wishes ene/or

parental identifioation were not yet as influential as

~ight

be

\

expected in the oases of senior high sohool and college stucents. ,
Perhaps, the finding most pertinent to this study is
presentee by Wittman.
i

She oonoluded tha.t the mothors of

delinquent girls were "below average" regarding ambition for
their children.

'fhe father of a delinquent girl characteristlcc>.JJ:-

he.d, "no a~bitions for his ohild's future" (168, p. 174).
In the studies concerning socio-economic level
perental occupations, elementary, high school and collese

~nd
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stud.ents were

emploY'~d

as subjeots.

of research, varied greatly.

The methods and procedures

•

Marked agreement, however, is

.

reflected in.the findings based on both objective measures and/or
extensive observations by

~be

investigators.

In the realm of educational factors, an intense d.islike
for formal educational activities and a negative attitude toward
school and teachers are displayed by delinquent youth to a much
greater degree than by nondelinquent students.

On hundred ninet

-

three adult subjects employed by Norton (118, p. 296) ranked the
school as the second most important faotor shaping the development of their vocational interests.

Super (149, p. 15) makes

the point that high sohool adolescents of both sexes find

~uch

in their satisfying academio experienoes and contaots to er..courage them toward higher level oocupations.

Bell '(9, p. 97)

showed that the amount of formal schooling determines to a
marked degree the kind of oocupation a person will get.

De.vis,

(38) too, emphasizes that the individual's school experien'ces

play a dominant role in determining the type and range of his
interests.

Heck (81) oomments that delinquent activity

frequently originates in school settings because of dislike for
academia work and inability to adjust to school personnel.

The

delinquent would seem severely penalized, since Feinberg (52)
holds that marked retardation in the scholastiC area and lack
of the most rUdimentary ed.uoational knowledge are a result

29
of sohool

diffiou~ties

tha,t oommenoe in the very early grades.

Armstrong (5), goes baok farther historioally and states that
delinquents

ar~

already primed for failure when they are first

enrolled, primarily because .-of early psyohologioal traumas e,l'ld
personal instability!
Data fromresearoh studies of soholastic retardation
and dislike of sohool among delinquents are presented by the.
Glueoks (69), Eokenrode (47), and Novak (119).

The Glueoks

found that open oonfliot with the sohool and sooiety ooourred in
77 per oent of 439 former inmates before they had reaohed 17
years of age.

Eokenrode's study of 345 delinquents, oommitted

to the National Training Sohool for Boys in Washington, D.C.,
ind.ioated that 90 per cent of them expressed definite dislike
for sohool and its personnel.

In oomparison, Monash reports that

of 374 students of both sexes in publio sohools, 68 per oent of
the seventh a,nd eighth grade girls liked sohool and found it
highly satisfying

(110~

p. 70).

In a study of 100 delinquent and

nondelinquent adolesoent boys where intelligenoe, ohronologioal
age, religion, eoonomio status and residential area were oontrolle,:
Novak found the mean plaoement for delinquent boys to be 1.5 grader
below that of nondelinquents.

The delinquents protested atte!'l(lin:--I
I

SChool.

These findings are more important when it is oonsidered

that a relationship oan be demonstrated between measured an0
expressed vooational interests and liking for teachers

~n~

I

I
I

I
f

I

academio personnel. , These oontaots influenoe vooational
aspirations beoause of the aoceptance, enoouragement, support

..

and identifioE!-tion'afforded the 'student.
Berdie's (12) study of 42

s~~dents

This is borne out in

with measured interests in

engineering, whioh gives an indioation of the importanoe of
instruotor influenoe.

Berdie found that 29 per oent of the

engineer oandidates reported that their favorite teaoher taught
mathematios.The author further oomments that pleasant or
unpleasant relationships serve to reinforoe a preferenoe or a
dislike for a oertain ocoupation (13).

Similar results are

reported by Peters (121), Pinney (123), and Livesay (102).

The

latter concluded, after studying 2,199 high sohool seniors, that

--

a deoided tendenoy existed to choose vooations in some way

.

related to the type of h1gh sohool subject which the pupil
found most to his liking.

Obviously, the teaoher relationship

was of importanoe, in varying degrees, regarding this determination.

In Petera' study to determine the faotors whioh

contributed to vooational ohoioe, 10 per oent, of the students
stated that vocational interests and seleotion were direotly
influenced by teaohers.

Pinney, investigating sohool influences

on vocational ohoice, relates that 128 students employed in his
study claimed that school relationships influenced vocational
selection.

Three hundred fifteen students stated they wore not

influenced; but the important influenoe of school personnel 1s
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st111 demonstrated.

,Kaplan (90) further supports the

portanoe of aoademi,ooontaots.
per cent of

2~2

1m-

In his study, approximately 25

,.

subjeots, oontaoted after oollege graduation,

stated that school courses

~d

teaohers were primary causal

factors for their vooational interests and present employment.
The finding of Brooks is most impress1ve.

He states,

"E1ght girls said they expected .to teaoh phys10al educat1on ••
Knowing that their 1nstructor, in phys10al education was an
excellent teacher, very popular,attractive and of a pleasing
personality, the writer sought to find out when these eieht
girls had de01ded to beoome teaohers of physical education.

Six

of them had made a deoision as a result of being in the physical

_.

ed,u cation class" (22, p. 300).
Many who have studied attitudes toward scho'ol recognize
the stu(l,ents responses are sometimes based on feelines of the
moment.

Nevertheless, it oan be assumed that both delinquent

and nondelinquent students would be affeoted in a similar manner,
and the differences seem to be qu1te marked.

In fact, Sivori

(138), after commenting extenSively on the difficulties
encountered in normal academic settings by delinquents, proposes
general changes in the school atmosphere, and even suc:eests
modification of school attendence laws in an attempt to aid
juvenile delinquents in their adjustment.
Franklin (57), Brooks (22), and Berdie (13) further
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emphasize that partioipation in properly oonduoted sohool
programs, reoreational aotivities and hobbies is... 'oonduoive to
the initiation of vooational interests and sometimes bears a
olose rela,tionship .to them _. __ In faot, many oounselors depeno
on hobbies and aotivities of tl1e student as a means of identifying and analyzing both vooational interests and aptitudes.
Fowler (56) agrees that a definite relationship exists betwsen
vooational interests and leisure time aotivities; Super (148)
observed that people who have vooations that are outlets for
their major interests were likely to have had hobbies whioh
resembled these vooations.

"A study of the interest patterns

of adolesoent and adult amateur photographers," he oonoluded,
"revealed that they resemble both those of professional
soientists and professional artists.

.

Those of adolesoent,

amateur model engineers tended to resemble those of professional
engineers and other soientists.

Those of amateur musioians were

like those of professional musioians" (147, p.139).

Dyer (46),

after studying the relationship between vooational interests
of oollege men and their later oooupations, agrees with Super,
and comments that hobbies and boyhood oocupations are most
important in regard to later vooational seleotion.
indioated in Peters' (121) researoh

involvin~

This was alse

380 high school

seniors, wherein 40 per oent reported that their
aspirations were influenced by previous hobbies.

voc~tionul

Greig (7-'+)
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reports that 40 per oent of 117 teohnioal sohool stu1ents, too,
refleoted similarity between hobbies and job preferenoes •

.

In 1944, a study of 400 boys by the Big Brother
movement in New York revealed
.-.,- that vooational objeotives, or a
laok of them, were most signifioa.ntly refleoted in a boy's
behavior.

One of the primary obJeotives of a Big Brother in

dealing with delinquents or pre-delinquents is to give the bOY
firsthand information about the oooupation he pursues.

Industrial

field trips are arranged to develop vooational interests which
have not been developed beoause of a laok of wholesome pursuits
and oontaots (55).
Dooley (43) states that partioipation in accepted
sohool and club activities where vocations can be stimulated, is
woefully lacking in delinquent groups.

I

Reinhardt and'Harper (127)

actually compared the olub aotivities of 40 delinquent and 40
nondelinquent boys of equal age.

It was found that 35 of the

nondelinquents partioipated in all types of construotive clubs
\

and organizations.

Only 15 of the 40 delinquents enjoyed similar ,

pursuits and the other 25 were unsupervised and were involved in
unwholesome gang aotivities.

Like findings are reported

~y

both

the Chicago Recreation Commission (171) and the Baltimore
Criminal Justice Division, as reported by Bell (9).

The femer

group, after investigating the recreational activities of 23,000
a.oolescents, 10 to 17 years of age, concluded that n!ore

su~)er-

I

,___________________________________________________________________1

vised recreation, was 'afforded boys than girls in the Chicago area
but marked differences existed in the amount

of~wholesomely

supervised activities participated in by delinquents and
nondelinquents of both

sexes~

The Baltimore 'group reported that

only 5 per cent of 592 boys arrested had any supervised play,
while 82 per cent expended their youthful energies in street
;.

play and oorner gangs where unwholesome enterprises are frequently encountered.

Murray (115) also concluded after a comparative

study of delinquent and nondelinquent athletic participation,
that an inability to cooperate in team activities, beoause of
low frustration tolerance, and a fear of losing were found
much more

fre~~ently

in delinquents, and prevented them from

partaking in group functions.

Solomon (142) further

~mphasized

the fact that delinquent boys and girls will not partake of
organized recreation programs because they must be considerate
of one another in a group, cooperate willingly, and exhibit
sportsmanship.

This is something delinquents will not give pr do

They will not accept the supervision or instruction affiliated
with any type of wholesome recreation or hobby where vocational
interests could be initiated or abilities improved, because they
usually fear teachers or leaders who know wha.t the delinquent
is thinking, planning or doing.

Actually, directors of such

agencies do not want this type of youngster in their proe:rams
because of the unwholesome influence he might have upon others
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and the disoiplinaryproblems he oreates.
Similar findings were presented by Kindred (92) in his

..

study

conduote~

at the Colorado Industrial School for Boys.

Only

26 out of 121 delinquents investigated
had oultivated special
.. ~

hobbies or abilities, suoh as dramatios, musio, art or oooking.
Eighty-nine of the 121 boys did not belong to any type of club
or organization.

Kindred oonoludes that the number of delinquent

boys partioipating in this type ,of aotivity is signifioantly
smaller than that of average nondelinquents.

He explains that

maladjustment at home and at sohool, adoption of undesirable
habits and bad oompanions deter delinquent boys from participatin
in purposeful organizations and oonstruotive aotivities that
could produoe interest in some vocation that they eventually
would aspire to pursu ••
The Glueoks' findings are also most impressive.

Ninety-

three per oent of 976 oases investigated by the Gluecks' (6E) in
their olassioal work with 1,000 juvenile delinquents

showeo,th~t

,
they inoulged in harmful work or undesirable recreational activi-

ties.

"The counterpoise of legitimate and healthful recreation2.l

outlets was too often missing; for most of these boys were never
absorbed into ore:anizatione.l programs for the use of leisure."
Seventy-five per cent of them had never belonged to any
orGanization or club suoh as the Boy Scouts, YMCA or settlerr:ent

I

house e:roups where wholesome avocational interests are USl1:;lly
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Only 3

oultivated.

~er

cent ot these delinquent youths partioi-

pated in oo.nstructive expenditure of their energies suoh as the

..

development

o~

personal talents -or by attendanoe at various extra

sohool or night olasses.

In..- oomparison, Berdie disoovered that

55 per oent of his students refleoting engineering interests on
the Strong Interest Blank had related hobbies ana aotively
pursued them.

Forty-six per oent of 71 students interested in

skilled trades had related hobbies and, of 90 students that
reoorded business interests, 32 per cent were interested in
similar leisure time activities.

He

sum~arizes

aptly that

"These results suggest a sUbstantial relationship between both
expressed and measured vocational interests and the aotivities

-'

and hobbies of a student.

1-.7hether the interest and aotivities

codetermine each oth~ or whether they are paralleled' expressions
of a unified personality exposed to a given set of oonditions is
unknown" (12, p. 269).
On the basis of the above findings, one oould oonclude
that several of the studies seem to verify the hypothesis that a

,

positive oorrelation does exist between hobbies, recreational
activities and vooational interests, ana the discovery of
aptitudes and ultimate oooupations.
contradict this premise.

No study oould be found to

They also indioated that delinquents

do not partiCipate in these types of activities as rr.uch as
I no.ndelinqUents do.

It must be remembered, however, that

I

I'~'-------------------------------~------~-----------------------------.-"I
o.r:!olescence 1s a perioe of exploration, anr conseouen ~,1"

.
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partioipation in some,reoreative aot1v1ty oould be most transitory 1n nature and would not neoessar1ly 1mply de.ep seated

..

vooational

int~rests.

however, the subjeot

Ha~ing

beoome engrossed in an aotivity,

should_~isoover

the aptitude to aohieve a feeling of

whether or not he possesses
pe~sonal

satisfaotion.

Thus,

suooess would seem to enoourage further partioipation, the
intensity of a vooational interest'and development of posses&ed
aptitudes; whereas failure would seemingly result in oessation of
the expenditure of energy and further searoh for more adequate
outlets.
Regard1ng the more innate and personal oharaoteristios
of both groups, intelligenoeis said to influenoe vooational
seleotion and aptitudes.

Most early studies stressed the

signifioanoe of mental defioienoy in the delinquent group.

This

is espeoially important beoause it is generally held that the
mentally slow are retarded and less preoooious in the development of vooational interests and in their ability to perform tasks
refleoting varied aptitudes.

It is also reported that the more'

intelligent young people tend to base their vooational ohoioe on
more realistio foundations, and are motivated by more sooia11y
desirable oonsiderations than are their less able peers (142).
The praotioal implioations of Moser's (113) study
relative to the relationship of vooational interests and
intelligenoe are pertinent.

He studied 550 high sohool students

and discovered on the ,basis of Henmon-Nelson IQ's that occupations
and vocations demanding professional training are usually

..

selected by thpseindividuals who possess high mental ability.
The lower level students tended
to select less skilled occupa.tions
.. -dem~mding

lesser abilities and training.

Resnick (128) insists that intelligence is also en aid
in determining aptitude, although a high IQ does not unequivacally
guarantee success in a particular type of work.

It does, ho,. . ever,

give indication of the possible level of performance.

Standards

are frequently set up at minimum and maximum intelligence levels
for employing persons at certain types of ' positions in industry.
The reasons are obvious.

Bingham (17, p. 144) adds that

aptitudes are also partially a matter of intelligenoe.

·

Pintner lists 41 individual investigations and those
studies list feeblemindedness as being present in 7 per cent to

93 per cent of the delinquents considered.

Pintner sums up by

saying that "the distribution of delinquents is heavily weighted
at the lower end ••• there seems to be general agreement as to the
fact that the average delinquent is mentally below the average
'" ' p .......
,c c~ ...
non d e 1i nquen t on th e usus.1 a b s t rac t i n t e lli gence te S t " ( 1 .:::4,
J>;ore recently, G'ates (64) holds that the typical delinquent hc..s
IQ of between 80 and. 90 and is retarded in school.

In the co:n-

parison of 1,000 delinquents referred to a olinio for assistc..nce
with 3,638 school ohildren, the Glueoks (67, p. 102) found

th~t

81
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41.6 per oent of· the delinquent group possessed or surpassed an
average intellectual classification, as against"79 per cent of
the school group.

The results of studies by Kvaraceus (98) a.nd

1{i1lliams (166), in part, support the Glueoks" finoing.

The

former reported intellect':lal findings of a large group of
Passaic, New Jersey sohooi children and 761 problem children
referred by the schools for assistanoe and guidance.

•

A mean IQ,

"Wi thin the average range,j, was recorded for the normal group,
as compared to a mean of 89 for the malaojusted youngsters.
v-Tilliams presents in:f'ormat1on on 470 delinquents in Ce,lifornia
institutions and found the median IQ ranged from 69 to 82.
Zeleny (170, p. 578), after analyzing many other stuo1es and
compiling their findings, reports that feeblemindedne!'3s and
mental deficiency classifications were applicable to oelinquents
two-tenths more times than to indiviouals considered normal.
Cod<'1ard, in h1s classic book on feebleminoeoness, published in
1904, represents the tn1nkine; of that thr.o.

hC

concluded, ''..1 t

is no lone:er to be denied that the greatest single CDuse of
delinquency and crime is low grade mentality, much of' it ,-:1 thin
the limits of feeblemindedness" ('7.l,p. 89).
other authors, however, present markedly c:'li ffererl t
Viewpoints.

Merrill (109, p. 170), after studying two srocps,

one of 300 delinquents ano the other of 300 nonde1iYlouents,
rccor08

I~'s

of 86.7 and 89.3 for the oe1inquent and

1\

ii
I
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groups respeotively.

~is

differenoe, however, oould be

.

attributed to ohanoe faotors and was
not significant.
.

A most

desirable aspeo.t of this study involved the control of two
important variables, sohool

~~d

economio baokgrounds.

More pertinent to the proposed researoh, Jastak and
Gilliland (88) concluded after administering

Wechsler~Bellevue

Intelligence Tests to delinquent girls, that the average delirtquen
possessed average intelligence.
Riohmond (129, p. 120) informs us that when the delinquent is oonsidered individually, it is neoessary to revise the
oommonly asserted 'belief that delinquents are people of low
mentality who possess abnormalities that make it impossible for
them to conform to social standards.

She conoludes that the

majority of delinquents are as normal as the average individual.
This too, is the finding of Gurvitz (77).

He emphasizes that in

the past, prisoners of all types reflected large percentages of
feeblemindedness.

It is now recognized that this was generally

attributed to the test as well as to the population tested.

~·~ore

recent stUdies tend to prove that prisoners are equal in
intelligenoe to the general population.

In

repudiatin~

earlier

findings, Gurvitz concludes that in his experienoe the percentase
of

~entally

deficient inmates closely resembles that of similar

cultural groups in the outside population.
lare 3 per cent.

I.

Both approximately

Tulchln (152), whose results are in contrast
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with those of·earlier invest1gators, proolaims that if any
differenoe does exist between the oriminal popylation and a
representat1ve general one in regard. to intelligence, it would
favor' the criminal group,
would not be signifioant!

~thbugh

he concedes that the difference

Murohison (114) d1d find after a study

of three prisons that a total of 2 per cent of the inmates were
college trained, a rate higher than that of the general population for that per1od.

Bronner, further oautions us that it is

well to remember one oannot oompare a nondelinquent group with a
group of delinquents who are olever enough to oommit delinquent
offenses without being detected (21, p. 2).

In all of the

studies of delinquent and nondelinquent groups it is only the
apprehended ward that

It is the less

is~scussed.

,.:'1

detected and brought into oourt.

intelli~ent

I~"

These are the delinquents who

predominate 1n inst1tut1ons where the invest1gations are concuoted.

Legal authorities also prefer to plaoe the brighter or, more
intelligent delinquents on parole rather than intern them for a

first offense.

Further, the gene.ral attitude of the delinquent--

the hostility, aggressivity, distrust and rejection of authorityfrequently invalidates the results.

These factors usually are

not taken into account.
However, the most impressive conclusions are reporten
by Strong after surveying a number of studies that compared
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the results of intelligence tests with measures of vocational
interest.

The correlations for each

occupation~l

key of the

Strong Vocational Interest Blank with IQ ranged from a -.36 to

.38.

"Occupational interest. scores," he states, "correlate in

.

the neighborhood of 0 with intelligence" (145, p. 332).

Fryer

(60) merely states that the relationship between inventoried
interests and intelligence is negligible, and Darley (36) reports
correlation ratios from .04 to .31 between six representative
keys of the Strong Interest Blank and seven areas of the Prirrary
I,rental Abilities Test.

Further findings of Andrews (4), Byrns

(24), Lorge and Blau (103) show that the correlation between
intelligence and vocational chOice, as based on studies with
lower level youngsters, hovered around the .05 level.
In summarizing the research in regard to delinquency
and intelligence, it must be pointed out that in much of the
research, especially the earlier studies, conclusions were
drawn on the basis of fallacious data.

The attitude of inmates

has already been mentioned; the faot that emotional incapacitation, espeoially immediately after internment when testing is
usually done, is not taken into account; the delinquents are not
typical since they are institutionalized, and the brirhter ones,
not

8pprehen~ed,

are not included in these research studies; the

competence of the tester and the instrument employed are
frequently mentioned as being suspect; finally, in most of the

I

early studies whioh pOinted up a oausal mental defioienoydelinquenoy relationship, the 16 year old menta+. age was taken
representative of the average adult population. Sinoe that
•
time, this has been reotified. The laok of validity of World
~tS

1lar I psychologioal testing had been reoognized, but the results
of many of the early studies on delinquents and oriminals are
still aooepted as proof of mental defioienoy in those

groups~

Regarding physioal oharaoteristios said to affeot
vocational seleotion and aptitudes, several writers have stressed
the malnutrition and physical underdevelopment of delinquents
and oriminals.

Burt (23, p. 138) noted a great prevalence of

sickness and debility among juvenile delinquents in London.
Physioal defeots seem to be more oommon among delinquents than
among nonc'lelinquents on aooount of ignoranoe, lrck of

pr0~e!,

ca.re enr:l trs,inine, and other unfavorable conai tions "'nich
supposedly charaoterize the homes from which them come.

Berro

(16) merely holds that constitutional factors oan be c1eter:d.nants
of delinquenoy.

Sadler (132, p. 141) states that some eusenists

maintain that crime is attributed largely to defeotive serm
plasm, while the phYSiologist suspects endocrine gland dysfunctions.

Slavson (1'9, p. 417) oomments that some delinquent

behavior is a result of constitutional B.nc organic defects ano
other

p~~hologlca1

conditions.

However, many times our

l1nstitut1ons harbor these 1nd1vidUB,ls and categorize the",

~s
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delinquents when that olassifioation 1s a result of a secondary
symptom of a more primary physioal or mental drsorder.
In a study oomparing 177 young women between the ages
of 16 and 21 undergoing training at the Borstal Institution in
Britain, with 123 young Oxford women 18 to 21 years of age,
however, Epps and Parnell (48) found that, in the measures of

•

physique, inolud1ng height, weight, bi-iliac, chest width, chest
depth, sitting height, ohest and hip circumference, the delinauenl
group was shorter in height, had shorter trunks, shorter limbs,
and were more stooky and tubby in build.
Sheldon's somatatonia classifioation.

They tended to

The authors conclude that

organic constitut1on oannot explain why, among individuals of a
given physique, only a portion become delinquent;

bu~

I

the

existenoeof a short oonstitutional faotor 1s confirmed and
provides, for the authors, one answer to the question of why
some individuals are susoeptible to adverse environmental influences ano become delinquent.

It must be pointed out that

there seems to be a lack of oomplete scientific basis for the
conclusions drawn by the s.uthors.

Even though these results

would not be carried beyond the limits of that particular study,
they are misleading.

Persons employed in delinQuent institutions

for girls soon reooEnize that frequently the length of

st~y

in

the institution is readily reflected in weight anc physicsl
proportions because of high caloric diets served in

~ost

penal
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institutions, and secondly because of excessive regimentation end
lack of normal pursuits which could contribute to better

.

condition.

physic~l

Some of the find.ings of this study, however, would

be expected when .s, cte1inquent group was compared with a most
atypical control group, since it would hardly be expected that
the women attending a distinguished English college would provide
a comparable sample when intellectual and gross cultural
age factors were so loosely' controlled.

ano~even

The findings of this

particular piece of research did not seem commensurate with the
amount of energy expended by the authors, if a major purpose was
to prove that differences existed between the two groups employed
Hooten (86) reports findings the,t were rejected by me.ny
of his co11egues when he reported on the American criminal and
stated that, as a group, they represented an aggregate of
sociologically and biologically inferior individuals with marked
deficiency in gross bodily d.imensions end poor physical developffient.

He concludes that crime can only be eliminated by the

•
extirpation of the physically, morally, and mentally unfit or by

the complete segregation in a socially aseptic environment.
8,

In

critical reply to Hooten, iiallenstein and Wyle (161, p. 4(2)

explain away many of h1s findings and refer to them as
end not baaed on fact.

They concluded, "Professor Hooten

professed to believe in biological inferiority when he
study.

rl~iculous

bee~Ul

He continued to believe in biological inferiority

his

whe~

,

.--------------------------------------------------------------------~
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he was' f1n1shed.

For the learned anthropolog1st hav1ng once

adopted a theory was apparently unw1ll1ng to be_d1ssuaded by
mere facts, even though the faots were a product of h1s own
Further repud1at1en oomes from Merr1l1 (109, p. 7)

efforts".

who th1nks that Hooten m1ght convinoe some that the s11ght
phy~1ca1

dev1at10ns from the.average oonst1tute' an adequate

demonstrat10n that the cr1minal population 1s b1010g1cal1y
infer10r; but, when he olaims its or1g1n 1s hered1tary 1n nature,
the assumpt10n 1s unwarranted and unproved 1n the data Hooten
presented.
Faber and. R1tter (50) d1scovered that de11nquents and
nonde11nquents of the the same soo1o-eoonom10

~tatus

d1ffer very
I

l1ttle 1n the prevalence of phys10al a1lments and defects.
c

M'a,stars suoc1not1y states that "hered1 ty faotors per se do not
.~ .... ;v ...,:.:y

hieh ooino1dence . . lith delinquency" (107, p.

~8eJ.

Anthropometric measurements of juven1le de11nquents by Mathews
(108), MoCord (105), Healy

e~d

Bronner (80), and similar

statist1ca1 research on orimina1s by Goring (72), do not provide
B.

ny basis for the applicat10n of the theory of underdevelopment,

malnutrition, and organ10 deficiency to delinquents.

Brooks (22)

concludes that delinquents and nonde11nquents cannot adeouatelv
-

L

be differentiated by intellectual or physical characteristics;
whereas Berdie (13, p. 140) summarizes that so far as
physiological differences are concerned, soientists do not know
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to what 'extent they do determine vooational interests.
not known with oertainty, either, how physioal

It is

s~ruoture

or

physiologioal variability is related to vooational itiBrests.
too, oan be applied to aptitude.

This

Neither do we know if the

different somatotypes or endoorinologioal funotions are really
characteristio of people having different vooational interests or
abilities.
Although too little is definitely known about the
amount and distribution of aptitudes to permit a final oomparison
of delinquent and nondelinquent youth, several studies, some of
them oomparative ones, have been conduoted.
are most inoonolusive.

The findings, hO\-lever,

Dougherty (44) administered several tests

to 222 boys and girls who appeared in the Los Angeles Juvenile
Court and we,re legally judged delinquents.

The results of this

group on the Stenquist Meohanioal Aptitude Test revealed that the
delinquents of both sexes earned slightly better soores than the
New York publio sohool boys who were tested by Stenquist.

Shulman

(137) also found, in a oomparison of 22 delinquents and their
nondelinquent brothers, that the delinquent group was superior

.

to their brothers 'as well as to a group of school children on the
l!:echanical Assembly Form of the Stenquist Mechanical Test.

It

r:.:ust be B_dded, however, that the laok of oontrol of lmporte.nt
variables leaves much to be desired so far as full acceptnnce of
the results are concerned.

Similar findings are reported by
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Armstrong and He1s1er (6).

One hundred f1fty-two, or 76 per cent

of the 14 and 15 year old wh1te de11nquent boys of 200 tested on
the Stenqu1st Test of

mechan1ca~

..

abi11ty rated average or above

the normal populat10n. "They conoluded: that the de11nquent boys,
..

-

as a group, were better than the average population in regard to
mechanical ability.

The delinquent boy was also found by

Slawson (140) to approximate the meohanioal intelligence and

•

ab1lity of ohildren whose sooial reaotions were considered
perfeotly normal.

Similar findings are reported by Holmes (85),

who attempted to answer the quest10n whether or not the abilities
of delinquents were high enough to enable them to compete
favorably with nondelinquents in various industrial operations.
He employed 60 youths who had oome under

the~risdiotion

of the

Ca11fornia Youth Authority for various misdemeanors.' They
ranged in age from 16 to 21, w1th an average age of 18.

The

General Meohanioal Apt1tude Test, O.M. -142a, 1945, issued by
the Adjutant General's Offioe, War Department, was used.

The

data oolleoted from the delinquent group were oompared witw the
general norms for 676 employees of the Benioia Arsenal in
California.
work.

These employees were doing meohanioal and technical

The results of this oomparison revealed that the aptitude

of delinquents in meohanioal end teohnioally related fields
closely approximated the general norms.

The boys

see~ed

to be

on a par with those engaged in skilled and semi-skilled trsres.
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They were found to rank above the oommon laborers in general
mechanical aptitude and to oompare well with norms established
at Army

insta~lations

throughout the oountry.

Murray (115) in

a oomparative study, found the delinquents of both sexes to be
practioally equal to the nondelinquents in tests of athletic
performanoe.
Green and Davis (73, p. 310), however, merely statp
that delinquents tend to laok oooupational skill, and muoh
contradictory evidence is refleoted in other studies.

Jastak·

and Gilliland (88, p. 228) found that performance of. girls, on
the Weohsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale

ano. the Wide Range

School Achievement Tests, indicate that they were markedly
.. '

deficient in the use of language, poor in perseverance, goal
striving, dependability of aotion and oonstanoy •. It was also
ooncluded on the basis of all acoumulated data that delinquent
girls were somewhat subnormal in the use of their limbs.

Diller

(40), by means of several studies of soatter, including all· of
\

the subtests of the Weohsler-Bellevue Intelligenoe Soale and the

~

Wide Range Achievement Tests, distinguished delinquent from
nondelinquent girls to a significant degree.

The subjects

consisted of 80 white nursing applicants and 80 female

delinquent~

The age range of the delinquents Was 14-17 inolusive and the
e.verage of the nurse applioants approximated 17.

After intensive

analysis of the data, .Diller found that the delinquents ranked
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higher in the pioture arrangement and objeot assembly sUbtests.
When all the faotors were oonsidered, however, .. the nondelinquent
group soored'higher in all major areas, espeoially where reading
and general information were demanded.

A disorepanoy of 23

points was noted in IQ favoring the nondelinquent group.

Some of

the delinquent girls did possess good motor oontrol, but the

•
typioal female of that group appeared to be olumsy and unskilled
in her somatio adjustments, and psyohomotor effioienoy seemed
generally poor.

Diller, however, oonoluded that sohool retarda-

tion and laok of aohievement are embedded in general lincuistic
retardation, but \ere incependent of na ti ve oepaci ty.
so~e

Al tc-:ou:h

of Diller's results seem quite impressive, failure to

oontrol age and. other eduoa tional and oul tural faotors seem to
•

wee,ken the findings.
In 1922, Porteus (125) noted that delinquent responses
to his Porteus Maze Test refleoted qualitative differenoes from
those of normals of equal test age.

Twenty years later, hq

oorr.p1eted a oomparative analysis of the performanoe of

celinque:rrt~'

and noted that the tendenoy to make qualitative errors was
twioe as marked in oelinquent as in normal records.

EiE"hty per

cent of the delinquents e.nd only 25 per cent of the normal group
of high school students made qualitative errors above a critical
point established by the authclr.

He founf! that the typical

responses of the delinquent were marked by carelessness,
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disregard for instruotions, haphazard work, and satisfaotion
with an inferior qualitative grade.
mans hip in a task was also refleoted.
seoure a good quantitative

.~ore,

Expeotation
.. of poor workThe delinquent might

but the qualitative aspects

differed markedly beoause of these above-mentioned faotors.
It should be added that the same low qualitative soores were
also registered by others having unfavorable personality
tendenoies.

•

Ohi1dren noted by teaohers as being not dependable

and, more important, workers in semiskilled oooupations, who
were reported by their foreman to be doing unsatisfaotory work,
were also found to secure low qualitative scores.

These soores,

~

however, were not as low as the ones seoured by the delinquent
groups.

Doctor and Winder (42), who conduoted a similar stuay

.

some nine years later, again distinguished delinquents and
nondelinquents on the basis of Porteus Maze Performance.

Their

major conclusion, a tentative one, implied that personality
variables, primarily impulsivity end diffioulty in ego control
in the delinquent group were responsible for the manner in ,. .hi oh
the two groups were effeotive1y distinguished.
~co,

Feinberg (52),

after examining 872 delinquents at Boy's Republio, a

school for me.1ad.justed boys in Michigan, concluded, on the basis
of s.chievement tests, that they were retarded in several areas.
The majority of the subjects ref1eoted an inability to orgcnize
themselves for oarefu1, exact or disoip1ined thinkins.

~
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In

aco~parisonof

25 sixth grade girls, who were fail-

ing the sixth grade and who showed delinquent characteristics,
...
with a group of· 25· students of approxima.tely equal intellieence
who were successful in the scholastic area, Wolf (169) found
that the Detroit Mechanical Aptitude examination for girls
differentia.ted the two groups with "complete reliabili ty" •

On

the Minnesota Paper Form Board "a tendency of true difference':
was· again reflected, in both instances favoring the sucoess group
of girls.
Brooks (22, p. 406) concludes that delinquent and nondelinquent individuals are equal in tapping speed, and that, in
motor abilities; both groups are about the same.

On some

performance tests delinquents do average slightly less than the
,

general population for some ages, but so muoh overlapp1ng exists
that differences in ab1l1t1es do not differentiate the'two groups.
The level of asp1ration, motivation and

se1f~onoept

of the delinquent and nondelinquent groups may also be a
differentiat1ng factor.

Symonds (152) asserts that the level of

aspiration refers to what one would l1ke to do or be, oalled an
ideal goal, or that goal whioh the subjeot intends to reaoh,
referred to as an aotion goal.

The level of aspiration represents

the degree to which the person's total baokground has prepared
him to seek prestige and to disoharge his sooial responsibilities.
High income, status of those about us, and reoor'nition of

leadership in the oommunity are all important faotors in
cletermining levels of asp1ration.

Most significant is '. Darley , s

·..

(37, p. 60) contention that the oocupational level desired gtows
t

out of the level of

aspirati~~

of tbeindividual.

In the well

adjusted individual, it is not oustomary to set the level of
aspiration far below a point

whic~ c~n

be aocomplished nor at a

point which greatly surpasses our oapabilities.
Stubbins, in his intensive study of 219 veterans

seeki~

vocational oounseling, discovered that intelligence and six of
the scales on the KPR gave a multiple correlation of .51 with the
determined vocational aspiration level of the subject.

Education,

tendency toward social participation, father's education, and
..'

stability of home environment were all significantly related to
the level 'of aspiration.

In spite ot generally lower ievels of

aspiration in the vooational areas held by ohildren ooming from
lower socio-economic settings, it was found that they sometimes
develop compensatory attitudes about their status which may be
evidenced in a desire for high occupational ambitions.

Stubbins

concludes that the holding of lower aspiration levels tended
to indicate the least adequate subjeots, as judged by personal
adjustment and the type of problem brought to the oounseling
setting. (146). Esoalona (49) too, found a relationship between
the emotional adjustment and the level of aspiration.

In a

later study of adolescents, Gruen (75) verified her findinGS and
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stressed the relat10nsh1p of maladjustment and the level of
asp1rat10n.

He found students who rated themselves as emot1onal...

ly unstable on. the Rogers Test were 1no11ned to possess e1ther
extremely h1gh asp1rat10n

es.~1ma,tes

or to fall at the other end

of the oont1nuum below the1r aotual performanoe ab1l1ty.
(133) and H1mmelwe1t (83) presents1m1lar f1nd1ngs.

Sears

The latter

found that maladjusted women showed a greater tendenoy thsm

l

normal ones to overest1mate future performanoe.
In another study oompar1ng 25 de11nquent and 25
nonde11nquent h1gh sohool students, B1rkness and Johnson (18)
found that only 20 per oent of the del1nquent group, but 60
per oent of the normal.oontrol group, had def1n1te goals for
the f"uture.

The nonde11nquents had also made

they m1ght seoure the1r objeot1ves.

plan~

whereby

Only 8 per oent of the

nonde11nquent group, oompared to 40 per oent of the de11nquent
group, were rated as really "vague" 1n regard to future goals.
The de11nquents, 1n the study, refleoted a defin1 te tende . .1cy
to drift without persistenoe and deo1veness.

In oomparison,

r,"errill (109, p. 103) oonoluded 1n her study that the aspiration
level of nonoelinquents was oonsiderably h1gher than the
aspiration. level of the de11nquents.

The delinquents who stayed

in school longer had higher vooational aspirations, but in both
the professional and unskilled areas, the nondelinquent group
reflected higher vocational expeotations than the delinquents.
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It would se,m, then, that well-adjusted persons tend
quite constantly to aspire for levels
slightly above average, and
.
~

that the maladJusted possess either fear· or failure or exaggerated
desires for status and

reco~!tion.

The more stable persons keep

a healthy balance between hope and reality.

Corsini (29) offered

further verification in his comparative study of delinquent
nondelinquent vocational interests.

He. collected

ana

information~

from 239 inmates of the Elmira Reception Center, New York.

His

subjects, 16 to 21 years of age, submitted written statements
giving their prime vocational interest.

Two hundred ninety-nine

other wards gave oral statements regarding their vocational
preference to vocational supervisors at the institution.
selected as a

co~parative

Corsini

sample the ocoupat1onal choioes of

5,143 youths in the State of Maryland (9).
the Maryland group Was 16 to 24.

The age range for

CorSini ranked the occupational

choices of the inmates with those of the free youth and with a
list of aotual occupations ot the latter group.

He found the

expressed interests of the free youth highest in terms of cesired
ocoupational level.

Out or the ten ocoupational areas

select~d,

three are in the professional category, (physician, lawyer,
teacher) and two are found in the teohnical--highly skilled level
of aspiration group (musiahn, engineer).
:~lmira

Those interned at

are next in terms of levels of oocupation deSired, while

',;hat the free youth were actually doing was lowest.

A conclusion

drawn by Blngham (17),ls oorroborated by Corslnl's flndlngs,
namely; lt ls generally true that youth aims sllghtly
hlgher
.
than what lt

w~ll

aotually aohieve.

In Table I, is a tabular

representatlon of Corslnl' s ..f..lndlngs.
Examlnatlon of Table II, refleots a major dlscrepanoy
ln the skllled work category.

Slxty-slx per oent of the

dellnquent group asplred. to thls level, yet only 4.3 per cent.
of the Maryland group were aotually employed ln these
oocupatlons.

Also, 40 per oent of the free

yo~th

were actually

performlng ln the domestl0, personnel and office-sales
oooupatlons, while a total absenoe of desire to be employed
in these areas was laoking ln the dellnquent group.
From Corslnl's study we oan draw the followlng
conoluslons:

(1) the interests of the reformatory lnmates are

definltely oiroumsoribed, the oooupatlonal asplratlons of 50 per
oent 'of the 538 lnmates belng relegated to flve trade preferenoes
and 93 per oent of the stated lnterests belng enoompassed by 27
trades or ocoupations, (2) a oomparison of the vooatlonal
interests of the free youth and dellnquent youth indioates the
former group to have aspiratlons for higher level oooupations.
None of the ten main oholoes of the delinquent group are found in
the highly teohnioal professional areas, while five of the ten
first chol ces of the free youth are looa ted there, (3) the

1m!:e. te~

possess levels of aspiration muoh higher than they will or can
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Table I

.

Compara.tiveRankings'of-Oooupation.Interests ot" 538
Interned DelinquenZs used in Corsini's Study and
The Vocational Preferences and Aotual Occupations of 5,143 Free youths Studied
by Bell

Vocational Int.

Vocational Int.

Actual Occupations

of Corsini's

of Bell's

of Bell's

Delinquents

Free

youth

Free

youth

1 Auto !..fechanic

Engineer

Farm Laborer

2 Carpenter

Mechanic

Industrial Laborer

3 Electrioian

Farmer

Inside Sales

4 Machinist

AViator

Unpaid Family Wkr.

5 Farmer

Physioian

Textile Wkr.

6 Tailor

Lawyer

Clerk

7 Baker

Eleotrioian

Truck Driver

8 Painter

Teaoher

W.P.A.

9 Plumber

Maohinist

C.C.C.

10 Printer

Musioian

Helper

"
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Pero~ntage

.,;

Table II

Comparison of Ocoupations Refleoted

in the Vooational Interests of Corsini's

.--

538 Delinquents and the Actual Oooupations of Bell's 5,143 Free Youths

Per Cent
Ocoupations

of

Delinquent

Per Cent of
Free Youth

Voo! Interests

Oooupations

4.9

7.5

.1

4.1

0.0

27.1

4 Skilled

66.0

4.3

5 Semi-skilled

22.0

24.9

6 Unskilled

7.0

14.6

7 Domestio-Personal

0.0

11.4

8 Relief

0.0

5.9

1 Professional-Teohnioal
2 Managerial
3 Offioe Sales

9 others

.25

.

.2
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aOhieve in terms of oooupational level, (4) More than ten times
as many of the inmates wish to beoome skilled tradesmen as will
...

aotually aohieve these goals.

Myers (117), and espeoially Carter (27), oaution,

.--

however, that regardless of where these studies are oonauoted,
a disproportionately large peroentage of high sohool or oollege
students refleot interest in, and train for professional or
managerial oooupations,even though the opportunities for suoh
employment do not exist •
. Motivation and self-esteem, related to level of
vooational choioe and possessed aptitudes, are said to be lower
in maladjusted individuals and delinquents.
oomments that delinquents are
are "no good".

~requently

Sadler (132, p.133),

convinoed that they

They feel they are destined to failure anq. what-

ever they do with themselves is of little ooncern.

Beoause of

repeated early frustrations and failures, whioh further add to
a feeling of inferiority in the delinquent, the self

oonoep~

beoomes poorer, and feelings of unworthiness and personal
disgust oontinue to mount (5).
In an aotual study, Diller (40) found his

eO

non-

delinquent female subjeots to be motivated "fairly well," and
one-third were found to be motivated exoeptionally well.
the delinquent group, "poor motivation" was observed.

In

Con8tlve

aotivities were weak, oonoentration poor, attention span short,
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frustration tolerance low, work habits poor, and general aimlessness oommon; whereas, of ;the 547 delinquents and nondelinquents
studied by Merrill (109, p. 132) .. stronger motivation and a
muoh better self oonoept were refleoted by the nondelinquent
members.

.--

A desire for personal

aohieveme~t

and greater concern

with remote goals were noted in the nondelinquent group.

These

goals are secured after wholesome oompetition with peers.

The

findings above would seem to oorroborate, in part, Herr's comment
that "delinquenoy patterns. indioe.te fa.ilure to esteem the self
as a responsible partioipator in group life" (82, p. 209).
It would appear, then, that a lower aspiration level,
although important, merely points to a deeper oause--perhaps
a fear of failore and a hurried withdrawal from situations in
whioh the delinquent thinks sucoess or aohievement is.impossible.
Poor self oonoept, l1m1ted wholesome mot1vat1on, and
of realistio goals are ooncom1tant.

~he

rejecticr.

l'he Clesire for a position

can still remain, on occasion, but usually the manifestation 0:'
aptitudes or ability to function is disturbed.

If one contitues
\

to encounter failure, it would seem probable thR t seve re
~iscreJancie8

appear in the evolution of one's foals,

i~~e~iate

and remote, and unusually low or excessively high occupational
levels are fantasied.
Durea (45), Symonds (151), (rappan (153), Kelly
~eeks

(165), Jenkins and Glickman {8g)--all present

(~l),

infor~2tlon
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attempting to prove that personalitY' maladjustments.occur muoh
m6re frequentlY' in delinquent. than in nondelinquent
.. personalities •
Capwell (25), Wittman (168) and Despert (39) are among those who
espeoially emphasize the
oelinquent girls.

oo~.~renoe

of these disturbanoes in

If the oonolusions from the preoeeding stUdies

are aooepted, the existing differenoes in personality are all
important.

DiMiohael states: "Undoubtedly, the interpretation

of interest soores in the oounseling interview must be oonsidered
in terms of the idea that interests are intimately bound up with
all the layers and the phases of both the personal. and sooial
personality oharaoteristios"

(~l,

p. 93).

Darley (37), too,

after a study of 80 maladjusted adult oases, maintains that
interests are outgrowths of personality, and that it is very

.

possible that personalitY' maladjustments are refleoted in the
intenSitY' and patterning of vooational interests.

Ford (53) and

Williamson (167) also state that even mild abnormal personality
traits and personal maladjustments are important determinants in
the ohoosing of a general life's work or the pursuit of a more
speoifio oocupation.
views.

Strong (145) and Carter (27) refleot similar

The former feels that there is a relationship between

vooational interests and the attitudes and personality faotors
of the individual.
~:tre

The latter oontends that "vooational interests

a manifestation of deeply ingrained traits of personality."

(27, p. 52).

Other investigators, however, refleot a oifferont

"

point of view.
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Tyler (159), 'after surveying the r,sults of

various personality and attitude soales, found no relationship
between neurotio indicators and interest scores ..on the Strong
Vocational Interest Blank.

Fowler (56) oonoludes tbat there

seems to be general agreement that interest test sOores

a~e

not

a dependable basis for oonolusions regarding the attitudes or
adjustment of the student.

Klugman (93) aotually attempted to

determine whether a relationship existed between general

adj~st

ment status, as measured by the Bell Adjustment Inventory, and
the spread of vocational interests on the KPR profile scores.
He employed 108 World War II veterans who had oompleted the
eighth grade.

They had been sent to the Veteran's Administration,

University of Pennsylvania Guidanoe Center for advisement.

The

findings indioated that reliably better adjustment scores were
obtained by those with stronger Scientific interest scores
(above 50 per oent on the Kuder).

Those with weak Artistic

scores (below 50 per oent) indioated fair oertainty of difference
in their favor regarding adjustment.

Had the Sooial Service

score on the Kuder yielded a C.R. of 1.98, instead of 1.92,
it would have been significant at the 0.5 level of confidence.
General adjustment status for those with stronger Scientific
interests was significantly better than those with stronger
Artistio interests, Social Service interests, Hechanicsl cmd
?·:usice.l interests.

To a lesser extent, the better adjusted

individuals also had strone:er Computational interests.

The

"

.. SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE

..

In summary, it must be' concluded that many of the
most important factors responsible for the possession and
~,,- -

development of aptitudes and vocational interests are also
expounded by authorities as being primary causes of delinquency.
The sociologist stresses the broken home and lack of wholesome

•

.

,

environmental contacts.

The physiologist emphasizes the

dysfunction of endoorine glands end the eugenist poor germ plasm.
Academic personnel frequently maintain that inadequate school
\

facilities and limited personnel, whioh result in poor education
and improper supervision, are responsible •. The psychologist
and psychiatrist stress dynamios and blame emotional difficulties \
and mental confliot, while some physicians and anthropologists
mention physioal defeots and organic inferiority.
e~phasize

Th~

religious

lack of moral training and lackadasical attitudes in

regard to participation in varied religious and sooial funotions.
\

Parents and family blame sooiety, and the oommunity, along with
legal authorities, in turn rationalize away their obligations
and castigate parents for not assuming the responsibilities
concomitant with their role.

The overwhelming complexity of the

human personality makes specifio and oonclusive evidenoe reearding causality most diffioult; but perhaps a just oonclusion
is that delinquency results not from anyone faotor exclusively
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but from a constellation of several faotors.

Even the term

delinquenoy, an abstraotion to begin with, has beoome so abstruse,
vague, and inolusive as to oover"a myriad of misdemeanors.
task of distinguishing

delinq~ents

The

from nondelinquents is·

gradually beooming more diffioult beoause of differenoes in
environment, mores, and even legal oriterion.

Muoh overlap and

little definite delineation exists in regard to the olassifioktian
of delinquent and nondelinquent acts.
More specifioally, in regard to a synthesis of the
literature on aptitudes and the development of vocational
interests and a comparison of them in the delinquents and nondelinquents,

m~~h

disagreement is refleoted amongst eduoational,

sociological and psycholog1oal 1nvestigators.

Many adhere in

various degrees to the theory that vooat1onal 1nterests and
aptitudes reflect the sum total of deeply 1ngra1ned personal1ty
faotors and personal exper1enoes.

Othe~s

ma1ntain that they are

speo1alized and do not pervade all phases of the 1nd1vidual t s,
life, and are determ1ned by more oontemporary needs and presses.
Reoent authors do not aooept the older theories of
delinquenoy.

They also refuse to aooept those theories regard1ng

the development of vooat10nal 1nterests and aptitudes adhered
to in the past.

Clinioians are gradually beooming aware of the

increasing importance of both aptitudes and vocetional interests
and are slowly coming to realize the far reaohing implications
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of both faotors.

It is now generally acoepted that neither

~e

development of interests'nor the manifestation of delinquent

.

behavior is an abrupt transformation, but a gradual evolution
affected by many of our environmental foroes.

The mere poss-

ession of native abilities does not insure adequate funotioning
on a related assigned task, sinoe proper development of these
aptitudes are dependent, too, direotly upon personality faotors
and indireotly upon many environmental influenoes.
It is also evident that innumerable hypotheses have
been proposed regarding the existenoe of similarities and
differenoes in the vocational interests and aptitudes of those
displaying delinquent and nondelinquent behavior patterns.

A

few "definite" "bonolusions are reoorded, if not by presentation
of aotual results, then by highly speoulative and sometimes
tentative, hypotheses whose purpose,

hopefu~ly,

~ost

is to stimulate

further researoh.
The findings of many of these studies presented in the
review of literature, seem weakened beoause they laok olear '
definition, employ faulty experimental deSign, and more generally, beoause they use poor oriteria for the seleotion of subjects.

Perhaps the most undesirable but most frequently occur-

ing characteristio noted was the improper·oomparison of a
8slinquent group with a most atypioal one.

Conolusions Pore

presented when the most 1mportant variables, for example, age,
education and intelligenoe were poorly oontrolled, or not

controlled at all.
It is also oonoluded that both delinqyents and nondelinquents may possess unpatterned,

depres~ed

lineated areas of vooational-interest.

or clearly de-

They may fluotuate or

remain permanent in their vooati.onal seleotions.

Similarly,

no conclusive evidence oa.n be presented from the available
studies and the speoulations of numerous investigators in
regard to the superiority or inferiority of aptitudes in the
two groups.
In a final analysis of the literature, it was found
that those most important innate and external faotors oould
provide a basis for differentiating the vocational interests
and aptitudes of the two groups:

phys10al traits; mental

endowment; native and aoquired abilities; level of aspiration;
socio-economio status; personality factors of self, parents
and etssociates; family, school and sooial adjustment; occupations of parents and friends with whom one associates; and,
~

contacts with aotivities in whioh interests oan be developed
and aptitudes more eff10iently employed.

CHAPTER III
A.

DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH

The proposed study deals with a oomparison of
vooational preferenoes and aptitudes of delinquent and nondelinquent girls.

Previous studies demonstrated that oertain

•

variables must be oontrolled if valid results are to be obtained.
Age, grade plaoement, intelligenoe, residential area, eoonomio
status, and father's oooupation are-among the most important
of these variables.

Subjeots with known physioal defeot which

oould possibly influenoe findings should not be inoluded in the
matohed groups-.
As a basis for the- seleotion of the partioular delinquent group used in this· study. it was decided that the term delinquent should be confined to those individuals who were
offioially identified as delinquent as a result of oontaot with
the court.

The definition of the delinquent, therefore, is'a

girl who has been judged so by the authorized oourts of Illinois
and who was interned at the Illinois State Training School for
Girls.
The group designated as nondelinquent was considered
such on the basis of the following inquiry made of sohool
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offioials possessing information about these sUbjeots: "To your
knowledge, are any of the individuals seleote,d, gqilty of
inoorrigibility, truanoy, sex orimes, auto theft, burglary or

.--

'

any other misdemeanor or infraotion that, if brought to the
attention of oivil authorities, would provide a basis for
olassifying the student as delinquent?" A positive reply
eliminated a subjeot from further oonsideration.
It was deoided that ali girls seleoted for the study'
would be Chioago residents and sophomores in 'Chioago high
sohools.

Other requirements for seleotion were that the girls

be white, between the ages of 14 and 16 inolusive, and that
they possess at least average intelligenoe.

A grade plaoement

reading comprehension score on the Stanford AChievement Test or
on the Gray Oral Reading Test of at least 8.2 was deemed
necessary for understanding the items of the KPR.

Any girl

possessing a physioal deformity whioh oould possibly influenoe
her vooational seleotion or the development of her
was excluded.

abilitie~

This was based on the Physician's report at the

Training Sohool, on medical information, sohool records, and
inquiries made of the
themselves.

~adjustment

teaohers or of the stucents

Subjeots with visual impairments not oorrected,

which could affect results on the apt1tude tests involving
visual tasks, were not selected.

An attempt was me,de to secure

girls from the same residential areas end from the same hiSh

II
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'.
sohool whenever,poss'1ble.

No subjeot was seleoted if her family

was reoeiv1ng ass1stanoe from'any governmental ..or sooial agenoy
beoause of finano1al need.

Only the delinquents whose family

"

inoome, aooording to the sooial servioe report, did not surpass
6,000 dollars a year were used in the study.
matohing would have been diffioult.

Beyond that level,

Those individuals were

f1nanoially atypioal and beyond the e,oonomio status of the

l

delinquent population.
The delinquent subjeots were obtained from the Illinois
State Training Sohool for Girls at Geneva, Illinois.

All

information was obtained from oonfidential files, sooial oase
histories, the subjeot herself, and from responses to inquiries
made of the prinoipal, soo1al workers and vooational placement
•

oounselor at the institution.

This was possible beoause the

investigator was employed at the Tra1ning SOhool and received
exoellent oooperation from all staff personnel involved.
Initial d1agnostio staff meetings are oonduoted

~t

the Training Sohool shortly after the arrival of new inmates.
From February to August 1954, the author took staff notes on
all girls who oould serve as subjeots for the present research.
After a check of school records, it was estimated that,
including all new commitments and oommunity replacements, about
600 female delinquents were available for the study.

Out of

approxime,tely 349 potential white subjeots, however, only 56

met the oriteria adopted and were available at time of testing.
A schedule for the administration of.tests to the
delinquent girls was arranged during the first two weeks in
August 1954.

The schedule.·was adhered to rigidly.

This was

possible through the oooperation of the staff and other
appointments were resoheduled.

The

t~sting

was done in a large,

naturally lighted classroom, set aside for the administratibn of
a battery of group tests given to all new arrivals at the
institution.

One complete sohool day and the following mornins

school session were allowed for testing.

Twelve girls were

originally soheduled at the first two series of administrations
and 13 at the last two.

The following schedule was used.

there was a general orientation period.

First,

The nature of the· tests

I

to be administered and the meaning of vooational interests and
aptitudes were all explained.

Then, the Verbal Reasoning and

Space Relations portions of the Differential Aptitude Test
Battery were administered.

Approximately 15 minutes were

allowed between tests to prevent fatigue.

This recess was

given prior to the administration of eaoh new test during the
series.

In the afternoon, the Language Usage, Abstraot

and Numerical Abili 1:.y Tests were oompleted.

Reason~

The follo\"linS

morning, the Speed and Accuraoy and l-!eohanioal Reasoning Tes ts
were administered.

This was the sequenoe recommended in the

DAT Ma.nual, and the direotions .for administration as presented

,
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Beoause ot the nature ot the

in that Manual were followed.
projeot and beoauseof the full

explanationgiv~n

to their

inquiries, th'e ward t s oooperatfon was oonsidered most adequate.
On the seonnd morning, upon the oompletion of the
•

final DAT, the EPR was given.
The KPR Booklet and Filler, Form CH, were plaoed on
eaoh desk that was to be oooupied.

The method for administtation

presented' in the KPR booklet was followed.

The direotions were

read by the examiner, and the blackboard was employed to further
olarify the instruotions.

The subjects were permitted to ask

any questions regarding the KPR or the testing situation.
was done to
oooperation.

h~ndle

This

any apprehension, and to'assure full

After the girls

b~gan,

the investigator ohecked

the first few reoorded responses and again asked eaoh ward
individually if she understood what was to be done.
oompletion of the KPR, the reoord was cheoked

Upon

ind~idually

see if all, seotions had been properly oompleted.
were noted, and were correoted by the subjeots.

to

A few omissions
,
Only four

reoords yielded validity soores whioh were not aooeptable.

The

girls were retested at the next soheduled session, and the V
soores seoured from the KPR's were found satisfaotory on all
but one reoord.

It was aooepted, but the reoord was not employed

in the study, and another girl meeting all the requirements was
added to the next series of tests administered.
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Afte~

a blank pieoe of

all,testingwas oompleted, the girls were given
p~per

with an assigned

numbe~in

the upper left

hand oorner., They were told that the data seoured were to be
used by the examiner and that the answers to the five questions
to be asked them would be most helpful.

Names were to be

omitted from the papers, and the questions would be answered
on a voluntary basis.

They were told, further, that 1n

sp~te

of its innoouous nature, the information seoured would be held
striotly oonf1dential"
name, and would be

would be listed by number rather than by

use~

only 1n regard to the researoh.

It was

emphasized tha,t oorreot informat1on was desired, otherwise the
findings would be of limited value.

All subJeots in both groups

submitted answers to the inquiries, but a few in eaoh group
hesitated until they observed their neighbor oomplying with the
examiner's request.
The questions were: (1) Do you like or dislike school?
(2) Do you intend to graduate from high sohool?

(3) Is mother,
\

step-mother or foster mother working, or has she been employed
'during the past two years?

(4) List father's, step-father's,

or foster father's oooupation, and desoribe it as olearly as you
oan.

(5) For the purpose of this study!only, a family whose

inoome is between 2,400 to 6,000 dollars a year would be called
finanoially adequate; an inoome of below 2,400 dollars a year
would be co,lled marginal.

Please state whether the family fror.l
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wh10h you oome would'be-oons1dered f1nancially adequate, that ls,
has an inoome of between 2,400 to 6,000 dollar&a year, or
marginal, that 1s, below 2,400 dollars a year.

In regard to the

fourth inquiry above, 1 t should be pointed out that the lnfor.mation regarding ,father's ocoupatlon was seoured from the records

.

at the Train1ng School and from the oumulative folders of the
..

control group.

.

.

In the case of the nondelinquents, however,

frequently only the vooational area rather than a specif10
oooupat10n was l1sted,' for example, saleswork or tradesman, without further olar1fioat10n.
At the oonolusion of the flnal testing session, the
girls were sent baok to sohool or to the var10us details

assi~ned

\

them.
The dellnquent group finally aooepted oonsisted of 50
white, adolesoent, former Ohioago res1dents, who met the
ly adopted or1teria.

previou~

One of the 27 available subJeots in the

14 year old age group was seleoted.

Thirty-eight of the

19~-

15 year old subJeots, and 11 of the 124 sixteen year old delinquent girls originally soreened were finally used in this
researoh.
The girls seleoted had been interned at the institution
for the offenses listed in Table III.
"bere two offenses were involved, the oommitting
ohs.rge is presented first.

In some instanoes, where the subject

"
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Table III

The Number and Types of Offenses of Delinquent

.--

Girls in the Sample Leading to Internment at
The Illinois State Training School for Girls

Number
Interned

Offense
Burglary-Sex ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••

2

Forgery .•......•.•..••..............••

1

. Homosexual ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1

Incest .......•...... .- ................ .

3

Incorrigibility •••••••••••••••••••••••

4

Prostitution ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1

Sex-Incorrigible ••••••••••••••••••••••

5

Sex-Runaway ••••••••

0 • • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

• • • • • •

12

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

5

Theft-Miscellaneous •••••••••••••••••••

9

Truancy/Chronio Runaways ••••••••••••••

7

Sex~Theft

•

All offenses

50

Ii;
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was not

prosecute~

on a sexual charge, it was frequently a

contributing faotor to the aotivity for which the,.glrl was
incarcerated, but was not listed as such on her commitment paper.
On the basis of the-information secured from the
delinquent group, a control group.of Chicago high school students
was obtained.

The investigator was given permission by the

Chicago Board of Education to choose the Chicago Secondary ScHools
which represented the districts from which the best control group
could be selected.

Wells, Kelly, Austin

e~d

Senn, large Chicago

High Schools in different sectors of the city, were chosen.
Students from other districts are allowed by permit to attend
e. school out of.-,the district in which they reside and, in a few
instances, it was possible to matoh residential areas

eve~

more

B.C cu ra tely.

After reoeiving permission to examine oumulative folders
in the schools, the investigator oolleoted data on potential
subjeots.

Other information was supplied by the principal or

adjustment teaohers at the school.

•

Age, sohool grade, intelli-

gence and residential area were of primary importance, with
economic status ana father's oocupation being given priority in
that order.

In several instances, the

same square block.

~irls

pairea came from the

In 19 cases, the students oame from "Ii thin

approximately a one mile radius of the home of the institutionalized ward.

The distanoe was slightly greater in the relI!alnj.ng
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instanoes, ,but radioal neighborhood ohanges were avoided.

In

one oase, the parents of the delinquent had moved to a Chioago

.

suburb after her internment, but the girl had not yet resided
in that home and'the nondelinquent subjeot was seleoted in the
original oommunity •.
The number of sophomores available for the study as
presented in Table IV is only' an approximation, since the
transienoy rate in most large Chioago high sohools oan result
in moderate ohanges in estimate.

These estimates were reported

to the author by the adjustment teaoher and/or the olerk at
the sohool.
The testing ot the oontrol group was oonduoted during
two periods:

'~the

last two weeks of September, and the last i'Teek

in November and the first week in Deoember of 1954. 'The beginning of the semester and the midsemester period were
seleoted to seoure a more adequate sampling, sinoe the delinquent
girls had been removed or exoluded from formal sohool attendenoe
\

and oommitted to the institution at varying times during the
sohool year.

During the first period, the testing program was

completed at Austin and Senn High Sohools.

During the latter,

the subjeots at Wells and Kelly High Sohools. were tested.rhe
tests were administered in rooms used for regular school
aotivities.

The same sohedule whioh was followed at the Tralninc

Scbool we.s employed, wi th one oomplete day and the folloidnr.:'- hRlf
day clevoted to orientation and testing.

As before, 0.11 subjects
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Table IV
,.

\0

High Sohools from whiop Nondelinquent
Subjeots Were-obtained, the Number
of Subjeots Available and the
'Number Finally Seleoted
"

Number of
Subjeots

Number

Sohool

Available

Seleoted

... Austin

612

14

Kelly

406

12

Senn

521

10

Wells

43B

14

Total

1977

50

H~gh
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part101pated of their own volition.' With1n a month after the
1n1t1~1

oontaot, the exam1ner had returned to tpe sohools w1th

1nd1v1dually prepared prof1les of 1nterests and apt1tudes.
Group and 1nd1v1dual 1nterpPetat1ons were g1ven to the subjects.
F1nally, eaoh group oons1sted of 11 g1rls 16 years of
age, 38 g1rls 15 years of age, and one g1rl 14 years of age.
The mean C.A. for the

de11nquen~

group was 15.9,

a SD of .63. 'A mean C.A. of 15.7,

~SEM

were recorded for the nonde11nquents.

~SEM

.09

w1~h

.073 and a SD of .51
The obta1ned C.R. of .79

between these means was not s1gn1f1oant.
In sp1te of the faot that the results of some stud1es
1nd1cated that the oorrelat1on between 1ntel11genoe and
vocat1onal 1nterests was neg11g1ble, the more pos1t1ve relat1onship to apt1tudes indioated that intelligenoe should be

contro~

All g1rls at the Tra1ning Sohool are g1ven a Weohsler-Bellevue
Intel11genoe Exam1nation, usually with1n two months after
arrival.

The soore for each ward was seoured from the personal
,

psychologioal f1le.

In many 1nstanoes a Kuhlman-Anderson score

was also ava1lable s1nce 1t 1s g1ven rout1nely 1n the Ch1cago
Public Schools.

Th1s soore was used in 39 oases.

For the nondelinquent group, revised Stanford-Binet
quotients were available for 3 subjeots, and Kuhlman-Anderson
scores were available for the remain1ng 47 students.

These

ratings were secured from the personal cumulative record card
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or oardex found in the oumulative folder.
instruments involved, familar qualitative
IQ ratings falling within oertain limits.

Beoause of the
terms~were

paired with

This method is based

on a prooedure introduced by_Weohsler (164, p. 37), and is
presented in Table V.

The intelleotual range for the nondelinquen'

group varied from 94 to 118 inolusive on the Kuhlman-Anderson and
from 97 to 117 on the Stanford-Binet.

The quotients for the-

delinquents ranged from 95 to 122 on the Kuhlman-Anderson and
from 94 to 116 on the Weohsler.

A spread of not more than six

points was. the rule in matohing the individuals.
for the delinquent group was 100.5,

fSEM 1.37

The mean IQ.

with a SD of 9.62.

For the nondelinquents, .99.8, !SEM 1.27 was reoorded as the mean
intelleotual quotient and the SD was found to be 8.92.

The

differenoe between the means of the two groups was not significant.
In regard to eoonomio status, the reoords had been
cheoked at the Training Sohool, prior to seleotion, to eliminate
any offspring of a family receiving governmental or agenoy funds
\

suoh as Aid to Dependent Children, Federal or County Relief, and
Catholic Charity Assistance.

In the oontrol group, this

information was seoured from the sohool reoords listing father's
occupation, from the adjustment teacher, or from the students
themselves.

In the seleotion of potential oandidates at the

'rraining School, no subjeot was ohosen whose father, step-f::ther,
or foster father was a professional man whose inoome would

pl~ce

- Table V
Pairing of Qualitative Intelleotual
Measures w1-th IQ Soores for One
Hundred Delinquent and NonDelinquent Girls

Revised
WeohslerBellevue

Stanford-Binet
Form L

KuhlmanAnderson

Average
.. -

90-110

90-110

95-104

Superior

111-119

111-119

105-114

Very
Superior

120-127

120-133

115-124
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them in a higher salaried oategory.
Based on the

adequat~

and marginal

ol~ssifioations,

it

was ooncluded.that 41 of the delinquents oame from homes
classified as adequate and nine from homes considered marginal.
Of the nondelinquent group only three subjeots were classified
as coming from the marginal oategory.
Sinoe it was found that the oooupation of the fathers
influenced the vocational seleotion of their sons, attempt was
made to oontrol this variable.

This was done even though it was

impossible to determine the degree of importanoe that the
paternal occupation played in the vooational selection of female
offspring.

As best possible, a delinquent subjeot was matched

with a nondelinquent one where the fathers were employed in
similar vooational areas.

The matohed subjects were accepted

if the disorepancy between the fathers' oocupational area was not
too great.

The job olassifioations or grouping norms presented

in the Kuder Examiner's Manual (96), based on the United States
Census Bureau Reports, were used.
had closely related oooupations.

Many fathers in the two groups
This was espeoially true for

craftsmen and allied workers, for example, (meohanios,
machinists, and metal workers) and for the operatives and kindred
workers for example, (truok and oab drivers

and

factory employees)

The occupationsl information seoured from hien school subjects
and verified by sohool personnel or sohool records, and the

~
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oooupational information of the delinquent fathers seoured in
aotual parental interviews oonduoted by sooial workers
or given
..
by the delinquents is presented-in Table VI.
sohool teaoher was listed
group.

i~

An elementary

the nondelinquent professional

A musioian, the father of a delinquent ward, was also

found in that oategory.

It was possible to matoh the broad

oooupational area in 23 oases.

In instanoes where the

info~

mation was not available, it was attributed to the father's being
deoeased; to divoroe, separation, or desertion; or to the subjeotE
not knowing father's oooupation or whereabouts.

In the latter

instanoe, the mother sometimes still reoeived support from father
and/or the maternal figure or other offspring oontributed to the
family support.

.

The last two variables, namely, eoonomio status and
father's oooupation, are not as olosely matohed as would be
desired.

However, these two variables

wer~

thought to be of

lesser importanoe than the others, and more rigid oontrol was
not possible beoause priority was given to age, grade plaoerr.ent,
IQ, and residential area.

It was also disoovered, on the basis

of the information supplied by the girls in both groups, that
52 per oent of the delinquent mothers were employed or had been
employed \'i thin the last two years as oompared to 60 per oent of
the mothers of the nondelinquent group.

This is a greater

peroentage of employed females than is given in the I-/omen t s

,
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,

.,
Distribution otFather's
Oooupation for the
..One Hundred Delinquent and NonDelinquent Subjeots

Classifioation

NondeDelinquent Per linquent
Fathers Cent, Fathers

Per
Cent

Clerioal-Kindred Wkrs.

4

8

3

6

Craftsmen-Kindred Wkrs.

6

12

10

20

Operative-Kindred Wkrs.

10

20

11

22

Professional

1

2

1

2

Proprietor Sm.Business

4

8

7

14

16

32

12

24

9

18

6

50

100

50

Servioe Workers
Information not avail.
Total

12 .
100

t

Bureau of the U.S. Department of Labor Report, 1954.
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Accordin3

to that agenoy, 33 per oent of all women of working age are
employed.

It· must be remembered, however, that a two year span

is covered in this study and families of higher incqme oategories
are not inoluded.

It seems logioal that mothers of marginal

or adequate finanoial status would be more frequently employed
than would mothers from the higher inoome braokets.

Also,

mothers of adolesoents frequently have no small offspring to
supervise and are, therefore, probably more frequently employed
than mothers of preadolesoent ohildren.
After all oompleted tests were assembled, the
were originally hand soored by the author.

Y~Rts

They were later

checked by one other person.
the Differential P..pti tude Reoords were scored b:r
~B.ohine.

r:::::

A skilled operator supervised the sooring of tes-.ts

and was assisted by the author.
In the oomparison of test data, statistioal analysis
employing the group method is useful in soientifio study.

It

is most economioal in asoerta1ning the general oharaoteristics
of delinquent or maladjusted groups (20).
Quantitative statistioal analysis will be etrployed
since the primary objeotive of the study is to determine
i'lhether significant variations in vooatione.l preferences fnc
aptitudes exist between a delinquent and nondelinquent group of
e.c101oscent

~irls.

In attemptinp: to determine whether

e1 t.r~("r'

\
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group possesses signifioantly h1gher'meansoores in the aptitude
or 1nterest areas, the

means,s~andard

deViat1ons, d1fferenoe

between means, standard error of the difference between means

·.-

and the or1t1oal ratios will be oomputed.

In oomparing the

1ntens1ty of the vooational interests of the two groups, the
number of reoords 1n eaoh group refleoting two or more s1gn1fioantly h1gh soores (75th oentile
or above) w1ll be compared.
,

•

The total number of s1gnificantly high soores for each group
w1ll also be compared.

The same prooedure will be followed for

the signifioantly low soores (25th oentile or below).
hypothesis 'will be assumed and ohi square employed.

The null
In comparing

the comb1nations of any two signifioantly high soores on the

!~R'I

or in oomparing the oombination of any two sign1ficantly low
soores of the two groups that oould possibly dist1ngu1sh them, thE
same statistioal measure will be used •.
The statistioal treatment of the soores, the results
and analysis of the data w1ll be treated in the follow1ng
chapter.

B~

THE INSTRUMENTS

The,f1rst 1nstrument,employed 1n th1s study, the Kuder
Preferenoe Reoord, attempts .. j:.o employ a systemat10 approach to
the seleot10n of an ocoupat10n.

It 1s des1gned to measure

preferenoes for broad f1elds of 1nterests and is intended for
use in the vooational and eduoational guidanoe of adolescents
and adults of both sexes.

The employment of that instrument

with those in pubesoence has also proved ·profitable.

By means

of the soores obta1ned, the subJeot's attention may be directed
to vooat10ns with whioh they may not be familiar but which
involve aotiv1t1es of the type for wh10h they express preferences.
It 1s also pO'ssible to oheok whether a person f s ohoioe of an
ocoupation is cons1stent with the type of thing he ordinarily
prefers to do.

The KPR 1s also valuable 1n employee oounseling

"
with emphasis onoooupat10nal plaoement.

Provid1ng an individual

possesses the abi11ty, h1s eff101enoy and personal sat1sfaotion
\

oan often be markedly improved by plaoement 1n an ocoupation
for whioh he has indioated preferenoe.

The KPR presupposes thet

people do their best and enjoy themselves when they are interested
in what they are doing.
one of abilities.

The test is one of preferences and not

It was oonstruoted on a rational basis, has

168 items, eaoh oomposed of three subitems, and employs
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!?

forced

\
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oho1oe teohnique, whereby the subjeot seleots the most l1ked

..

and least l1ked aotiv1t1es listed.

,

Some 1nvest1gators say that seleotion of one 1tem out
of three does not warrant their stat1ng that the 1nd1v1dual is
interested in the task ohosen.
is foroed to make a ohoioe.

He merely prefers it where he

They maintain further that there

is a differenoe between vooational interests and mere
enoes.

prefe~

However, it.seems reasonable to suggest that on the.

KPR, when all of these individual items are totalled, the
soores obtained tor the various vooat10nal areas reflect an
interest or a disinterest 1n oertain oooupational field.s,
whether the ind1vidual is aware of it or not.

Carter (26)

indicates that a vooational interest is the. sum total of all
personality oharaoteristios which are signifioant for vocational
sat1sfaotion.

The individual's liking or preferring a oertain

act1vity is also a vocational interest if the task or duty
.
constitutes an oooupat1on or an essential part of some
oocupat1on.

Fowler admits that "single expressions of liking

may have limited value in oounseling.

But a systematically

obtained pattern or aggregate of suoh single expressions oan
make it possible to say that 'a man has mechanioal'or
scientifio interests' (suoh an expression as is afforded for
the KPR); or the.t he has
(56, p. 25).

t

interests of an engineer or a Im'lyer I

Bingham (17, p. 61), too, refleotsthe attitude

I"
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that we prefer

w~at

we would like to do, and we like to do things

in whioh we have an interest. ' Strong eliminates,. oomplete1y the
suggestion that interests and preferenoes, as ref1eoted by
various vooational measures,.-d1ffer.

An interest is a response

of liking and must be dealt. with in a quantitative objeotive
way (145, p. 6).

Three modes of doing this are fI(a) a single

expression as II like ari thmetio I; (b) a general tendenoy to",ard
a oonstellation of items, as when we state that a man has
meohanioal or soientifio interests; and (0) aS,a total soore
on an interest inventory, as a lawyer, or a high masoulinityfemininity soore" (145, p. 19).
Beoause numerous other authorities (93, 25, 31, 51)

,

employed the KPR in various researoh studies and speak of the
total preferenoe profile as refleoting vooationa.l interes·ts, it
oan be argued, therefore, that vooational interest and vocational
preferenoe tests basioally measure the same thing.
In the administration ot theKPR, the subjeots a.re
\

usually given the KPR Booklet and an inserted filler upon whioh
the inCl.i vidual reoords his seleotions.
the instruotions and begin.
by

They are t.old to read.

The reading aloud of the instructions

the examiner is often desirable, depending upon the individual

or upon the group being tested.

•

•

Prootoring is advised.

There

is no time limit for administration but most oollege students
and adults oomplete the reoord in about 40 minutes.

On
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oooas1on, adults. and

·h1gh~

tor oomplet1on.

soores represent1ng the' ten areas of

Th~

sohool students demand add1 tional time

.

preferenoe are easily obtained by oounting the pin holes appearing
on the various seot1ons of the four page filler wh10h was inserted
into the booklet.

Iru~

methodsooring oan also be employed.

The

oonversion of raw soores into peroent11e rank 1s done by merely
reoording the raw soores on the KPRprofile sheet.
preferenoe profile is then oomplete.

The

Signifioantly high per-

oentiles of 75 or above and low peroentiles of 25 or below are
of prime importanoe in interpretation.

Low scores indicate
,

categories or areas of lesser attraotion for the subjeot.
Kuder first pub11shed Form A of the KPR in 1939, after
he had conduoted researoh w1th h1s instrument for s1x years.
The paired item techn1que was used and seven 1nterest areas were
represented.
Unlike the Strong Blank, whioh was developed on various
oooupational groups and resulted, in interest norms for eaoh
group, Kuder's tool was first developed at Ohio State University
with the aid of student groups.

The individual keys were

construoted on. the basis of internal oonsistenoy and mutual
independenoe.

Individual items of the reoords were exarr.ined

for statistical agreement with other items Which seemed to be
of the SD.IT!e type, and tbese items were grouped and consti tl1to::'l
a sinGle

so~\le.

Further inspeotion of the items seemod a
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suff1cient bas1s.ror,naming'the soale, just ~s the inspect10n of
test allows one to f&e~ safe 1n calling
• .
1t a mathemattcs test and not one of history or Latin. For
the 1tems of a

mathe~at1cs

example, the Literary scale ··was so named beoause the items
const1tuting it were inspected and judged to be l1terary in
{',;

nature.

As the other scales were constructed, each 1tem was

checked as to 1ts 1ndependenoe of other ex1sting scales.
i

Independence of each scale was therefore assured.

Th1s resulted

1n a relat1vely low 1nteroorrelat1on, rang1ng from -.43 for the
Mechan1cal-Literary soales to .50 for the Computational-Clerical
scales, where the highest relationShip is expeoted.
correlations

~re

These

obtained from the reoords of 2,500 adult males.

.

Numerous other soales were also developed but dropped because
they lacked independenoe or internal oonsistenoy.

The scales

finally accepted were the Computat1onal, SOientifio, Persuasive,
Artist1c, Literary, Mus10al and Soc1al Soienoe.
Kuder (97) presented Form B, the f1rst revision, 1p
1942.

This modif1oat1on and add1tion to the original ed1tion

\-lere prompted by suggest10ns received from testers after extens1 ve
experience with the KPR.

This resulted in the addition of

I.rechanical and Cler1cal measures.

The new scales were developed

\"i th emphasis on 1nternal consistency, wi thout regard to
correlation w1th other scales.

This experimental form was

clven to college students who had previously filled out the
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,original reoords.
but

ail

~ore

items were now 1noluded in the test,

inorease in "the t1me ~eqU1r~d to oomplete th~ form was

.

"

not desired •. The triad form item was then deoided upon, where
the subjeot was requested

~o

seleot the aotivity most liked

and the one least liked.

No loss of re11ab11ity resulted in

the ohange from the doublet to the tr1ad form.

,

In 1944, an expressed need for a measure related to
agrioultural, natura11st10 and outdoor aot1v1t1es was recognized.
A large number of 1tems designed to measure preferenoes in that
area were tr1ed out on groups of students and adults.
items were then seleoted and reta1ned.
the Outdoor Scale.

The best

These items oomposed

It Was reoognized that a method identifying

those who answered oarelessly or w1thout understanding of the
items would be invaluable.

.

A soale was devised oomposed of

1tems whioh almost everyone seleoted.

Those answering honestly

ana s1noerely reoe1ved soores from 38 to 44 inolusive.
ly answered reoorded y1elded muoh lower soores.
reoorded by ohanoe albne was 25.
into being.

Careless-

The soore

Thus, the Val1d1ty Soale oame

A glossary, desorib1ng or defin1ng indiv1cual

words or ocoupat10ns perhaps not fully understood by the
subjeot, is also found in the Test Booklet.
At first, the small number of oooupational norms and
validation data resulted in reluotant use of the KPR.
past 18 years, however, numerous researoh projeots have

In the

,
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produoed favorable tind1rigs whioh have resulted in general
aooeptanoe of this easily administered and eoonomioal instrument.
The first external evidenoe of the tool's validity was its
ability to differentiate students majoring in various professio
fie~ds

at the oollege level.

This was based on reoords of

small groups ranging in size from ten to 100.

In the 1946

•

revision, however, norms for 2,667 adult men were olassified
aooording to 44 oooupational groups.

Oooupational listings

were given and based on the reoords' of 1,429

~emales.

The

number of reoords employed in the formulation of eaoh oooupation
norm ranged from 16 to 165.
Norms based on the reoords of 3,418 boys and 4,466
"

girls were published in the January 1950 revision of,Form C.
The latest Manual, fifth edition 1953, lists 144 job
profiles for men and 68 for women.

These oooupational profiles

were based on more than 15,000 reoords.

As few as 20 recoros

are used as a basis for occupational profiles in a few instanoes,
and over 1,000 were employed in oonstruoting nurses' profiles.
As desired, ohemists are found unusually high on the Soientifio
Soale, writers high on the Literary Soa1e, musioians exoeptional
on the

~4:u

sioa1 Soa1e, and olerks superior on the

C1erio~t1

Soc1e.

As of June, 1955, Kuder Preferenoe Reoords have been validated
",1th more than 17,000 individuals.
Fegarding validity, Cronbaoh (33, p. 346) states the

,

logical validity.of the Kuder is high sinoe a meohanical or other
interest soore indicates selt-reported liking
involved in that area.

to~

the activity

Many favorable empiri,oal validity

findings are also presented-by Lehman (99), and she concludes
that the scales validity is quite satisfaotory from actual
"-

occupational selection and sucoesses.
1

Barry (7) found tha't girls preparing for OCCupa. tions
8,S

physicie..ns, nurses, dental technicians, and pharmacists, were

all high on the Scientifio Scale.

Those desiring nursery school

occupations, sohool teaching, sooial work, theology or missionery
careers, oonsistently score significantly high on the Socia.l
Service Scale.

.

Kopp and TUBsing (94) found a oorrelation of .59
between Kuder rankings and the personal oocupational preference
of graduate high sohool boys who were seeking oocupations in
the areas they listed..

In a similar study, Crosby and Winsor (34)

used desoriptions of the nine Kuder oategories in an etfort to
determine the validity of a group of oollege stUdents's estimates
of their own interests.

A oorrelation ot .54 between peroentile

scores on these oategories and the stUdents' own estimates of
their percentile ranking was obtained.
Phillips and Osbourne (122) disoovered that four
hundred college students majoring in business administration
scored sienificantly higher than nonbusiness students on
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Clerical, Persuasive and Computational Soales.
In an extensive study by Triggs (157), 826 graduate
nurses were employed, -and it was discovered that they scored
much higher on the Soient1t1c and Social Service Scales than
the general female population.Sixty mature servioe veterans, ranging in age from 19
to 40 were studied by Rose (130).

Correltations of betweerl

-0.5 end 0.99 were registered between interest in a particular
ocoupational area and Kuder peroentile rank1ngs.

The median

correlation was 0.64.
Although some- oorrelations presented above do not
seem to be unusually high, we must remember that the revealing

ot new oooupational areas 1s also one of the prime objeotives
ot the Kuder Preferenoe Reoord.
Super (149, p. 193) ooncludes that the extensive

.

researoh findings now available justify the conclusion that the
KPR has been suffioiently well standardized and validated for
use
,
in vooational guidanoe and oounseling.
norms were based on small groups.

Some of the original

However, when norms were

obtained from muoh larger populations, the addition of these
records resulted in insignificant profile Changes.
KUder's (97) summary of the reliability findings for
various groups by several authors is presented in Table VII.
will be noted that the reliability formula developea by Kuaer

It
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Table VII
The Reliability Coeffioients of the Separate Scales of
The Kuder Pref'erence.·-Reoord f'or Various Educational
and Eoonomio Groups

No.
of'
Group

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e

9

Cases Sex Meo Coy;n Soi Per Art Lit Mus Soc Cle

.?e

Graduate Students

41

M&F

College Students
Kuder-Richardson

166

M

.94 .90 .93 .93 .91 .90 .90 .91 .89

College Students
Kuder-Richardson

101

F

.91 .88 .88 .94 .90 .92 .85 .90

College Students

50

F

.85 .87 .91 .81 .95 .84 .96 .92 .95

H1gh School Sen10rs
Kuder-Richardson

125

M

.93 .90 .90 .82 .91 .91 .90 .87 .87

High School Seniors
Kuder-Richardson

125

F

.89 .83 .89 .80 .92 .91 .91 .• 93 .90

M&F

.96 .86 .92 .84 .92 .86 .93 .91 .89

M

.95 .91 .89 .89 .90 .93 .94 .93 .Sf.

Eighth Grade Students 100
Kuder-Richardson
Men 1n Occupations
Kuder-Richardson

300

.97 .98 .95 .97 .96 .95 .95 .93

.~6
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and Riohardson appears six times in the table.

Generally, it

obtains figures whioh slightly
underestimate the true reliabili.
~

ties.

In spite of this, the average reliabilit1es for the

different soales are all

o~ose

to .90.

The med1an for the entire

table is .91.
From the numerous 1nvestigations that have been
oonduoted w1th the KPR sinoe 1ts inoept10n some twenty years ago,
it can be ooncluded that 1ts reliab1l1ty and va11dity have been
adequately estab11shed.

Numerous invest1gators state that the

favorable researoh findings guarantee its validity.

The tool

is used extensively by personnel 1n the fields of oounse11ng and
guidanoe.

It 1s employed with adult and adolescent olientele,

and Rose (130, p. 306) holds that the KPR 1s reasonably reliable
for age groups as low as the e1ghth grade.

After a study of

test preferenoes 1n Guidanoe Centers 1n 1948, 1t was conoluded
that the KPR.-·was employed in those installations more frequently
than any other vooational instrument (15).

During 1953-1954,

8,500 sohools administered Kuder inventories to over 1,500,000
students.

This gives some indioation of its general

aocept~~ce.

The second instrument employed 1n this study, the
Different1al Aptitude Test, was seleoted beoause it not only
yields a profile for oounseling, but beoause it oan be used in
coreparing or making deoisions about individuals or groups.
Academio personnel realize that the tests provide a more

,

r-------------------------------------------------~--~~------------~
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satisfaotory frame of referenoe for ourrioular planning when the
,students' profiles as a group are oonsidered.

They indicate what

Icourses should be o'ffered, and also the subjects who should take
these courses (11).
1,

The purposes in construoting the DAT, were to provide
an integrated, sOientifio, and adequately standardized instrument
for measuring the abilities of subjeots of both sexes, in grades
8 to 1\2, and to seoure information for eduoational and vocB,tional

guidanoe.The battery is now also employed in the seleotion of
applioants for varied oooupations and for the vooational
oounseling of young adults out of high sohool.

The test, however,

was intended primarly for junior and senior high sohool guidancel
Information

rega~ding

the needs of the vooational oounselor and

psyohologist were secured prior to the oonstruotion of the
battery.

Rigorous scientifio standards were desired.

Still, an

instrument was gntioipated that would be most 'practical for
,
everyday use in the oountry's sohools, sooial, and business
agenoies.
Before disoussing the DAT itself, a few oomments about
apti tudes B,nd apti tude tests in general seem warranted.
word aptitude has been and is being loosely used.

1'he

As a result,

it has come to have tw.o different meanings in psyoholori cal
literature.

For example, when one speaks of tests that measure

aptitude for teaching, it denotes the possession of desirable
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charaoteristics .whioh usually lead to suooess in that partiouls,r
oocupational pursuit.

However, tests are

aiso~vai1able

which

measure not aptitudes for a oertain oocupation but rather a
•

single, more speoifio

aptit~de,

as verbal reasoning, which oan

oontribute to a constellation of factors demanded for suocess
in any one'of a, number of occupat.1ons.

Super (148, p. 67)

thinks the former definition is misleading and it is less
aoourate, psyohologioally, than. the latter.

Aotually, aptitude

for teaching, as employed above, is not a unitary trait or
aptitude, but anyone of several varied oombinations of a number
of individual aptitudes or traits.

Regarding the evolution of

the two major oonoepts of aptitude" they are perhaps the results
of theories propounded by Spearman (143) and Thurstone (156)~

,

Aotually, the differenoes are :not so .radical as one would at
first surmise.

Spearman ,expounded the beliet, based on the

statistioal analysis of the relationships between a large and
varied number of tasks, that one general aptitude or ability
\

underlies all the rest.

This general faotor he referred to as

the "g" faotor or oentral intelleotive faotor.

It is thought

of as an overall or general abstraotive type of intelligence
that permeates all

man'~

operations.

Other lesser or suborcinate

faotors, whioh are oalled "s" or speoifio faotors, are special
These "s" faotors are all different and were

thou~ht
'-,

of by Spearman as being responsible for the subjeot's ability
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t'o perform any given 'operation'of a more limited and specific
nature.

If an operation is very simple, only one "s" factor

is perhaps implied; if complex and complicated, a cluster of
"s" faotors or aptitudes might'be invoJ.ved.
Thurstone, after muoh research, instead of discovering
one general mental ability or aptitude comparable to Spearman's
"g" factor which enters into every operation of man in varyi:bg
degrees, isolated a number of group faotors whioh constitute,
"general intelligence".

'rhurstone emphasized that mental

abilities are so diversified that men of equal endowment usually
differ radically in what they oan aooomplish.

For him, the

groupings of numerioal ability, art talent, dr meohanioal skill

,

were only roughly desoriptive, and when subjeoted to experimental
investigation would be found to be very oomplex in nature and
not unitary.

Consequently, from the psychological standpOint,

it is important to ascertain how many abilities of a more
fundamental nature are implied in each of the more broad grqup
factors.

For years, Thurstone attempted to isolate these

human abilities and to find pure faotors whioh either
individually or in oombination with other talents, would allow
us to inventory all our abitities and aptitudes.

The British

SChool, as represented by Burt, Thomson and Vernon, usually
stop after identifying' three or four group factors plus "g",
but the American school has produced 14 or 15 separate fRctors

,

10,

(154, p.225) '.' , ~hus"we -see ,that Spearman stresses both "g"
and "stl faotors"whereas, ,Thurstone and his fo1lqwers emphasize
only group faotors that,aooount 'for our abilities to perform
all human tasks.

It is obviQus, then, that Thurstone propounds

a multi-faotor theory in whioh no oommon or "g" faotor is
aooepted.

"

In the development of aptitude tests, Binet reoognized
that mental ability wasoomplex' and variegated, and his praotioe
was to sample a wide variety ,of mental abilities and then oombine
the various soores and present a oomposite soore or intelligence
quotient.

Later, the Army Alpha and the series of otis tests,

too, s,ampled various mental abilities and presented the. usual
co.mposite soore •. In the 1920' s, with the more rapid expansion
of psyohologioal testing, the IQ, test and the single soore
beoame praotioally the sole basis for all eduoational and
vooational advisement.

~ginning

in the 1920's, in addition

to the theories of Spearman and Thurstone already
experimental stud,ies and theoretioal

speoul~tion

mentioned~ ,

in psyohology

resulted in Thorndike's three kinds of mental abilities-abstraot, mechanioa1 and sooial.

Kelly, Hull, Bingham and others

also contributed to the belief that it would no longer suffice
to give a single soore for all eduoational and vooational
purposes.

The need for measurement of speoial abilities was more

fully reoognized.

During the late 1930's, the research studies

,
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involving

dif're~ent1al

abi11t1es resulted 1n the grouping of

oertain mental tests into two or more

subsoores~

In 1937, the

General Clerioal Test was devised by the Psyohological
Corporation end it yielded ·tbree scores:
Verbal Ability, .and Numerioal Ability.

Speed and Accuraoy,
In 1938, the multiple-

score yielding instruments were furthe.r represented by the
Americe.n Council on Eduoation Exam ina tions, whi ch yielded
"linguistic" and "qua.nti tative" scores.

In 1941, the Modified

Alpha Examination was constructed so as to produce separate
verbal and numerioal scores.

As the introeuotion of these new

instruments continued, personnel in the areas of vocational
and

eaucation~l

counseling beoame more cogn1zant of the value

of integrated test batteries.

They came to rea11ze more end

more the need for sc1entifica1ly oonstruoted measures.

During

World War II, the m1l1tary, bus1ness, and 1ndustry, because
of their need for the proper se1eot10n ana p1aoement of the
available, limited personnel,

~ere

ini tia,ti ve .in aptitude testing.

foroed to assume the

School oounselors and soc1al

agenoies added further impetus to the move for well integrated
aptitude batteries by not1ng the shortoomings of the available
measures and voicing their disapproval (11).

Later, in 1946,

Garrett (62), in presenting the presidential address before
the APA, discussed certain stUdies pertaining to intelli["ence
ana ability testing.

He emphe.sized that as one grows older,
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.
inte11igenoe,seems to.beoomemore loosely organized. In ohildhood
::-,-

.

,

, ...

:

~,,'

\

'.'

..

the intelligence .tests, loaded with verbal items and yielding
a single score, seem acoeptable for aoademio purposes.

When·

the upper high sohool grades are reached, however, measures ere
needed which will oontributemore information about the specific
kinds of abilities.

Most logioally, a test which oontains

i~ems

that measure several aptitudes and yet yields only a single
score obscures more than it reveals.about the true potential of
the subject.

A test of a single aptitude is not enough in a

guidance setting, since good oounseling should uncover as many
promising abilities as possible.
The 'trend toward the measurement of multiple abilities
was well under waY' when, in 1947, Bennett, Seashore and ''lesman,
constructed the DAT battery, for purposes of eduoational and
v~oational

guidance and of emploY'ee seleotion.

They benefited

greatly from the contributions of their predeoessors.

On the
\

basis of available literature reViews, the test battery seems to
be well aooepted.
Prior to the oonstruotion of this new aptitude battery,
consideration had to be given to the mee.ning of the word aptitude
and an appropriate definition had to be seleoted.

Many authors

use talent or ability synonymously with the word aptitude; others
~o

to great lengths in attempts to dist1nguish them.

Xursell (116

holds that aptitud.e, talent, and ability are constantly tlsed in

,
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overlapping senses and. the differenoes are most vague.
maintains that attempts at olarity 1n this

inst~oe

He

do little

good and may easily do harm, but he does not fully explain why.
Generally, in. the. definition of apt1tude the same essentials
are inoluded, as "an aptitude is the ability or oolleotion of
abilities required to perform a speoified praotioal aotivity"
(58, p. 182),: or "the potential ability or overall suitabledess
of an individual to.suooeed at a partioular line of work" (128,
p. 606).

Morgan defines aptitude in his definition of aptitude

tests as t1the fitness of a subjeot for undertaking a speoific
kind of aotiv1ty, for example, meohanios, musio, language study,
eto •• " (112, p •. _ 573) . Bingham holds that aptitudes inC!ioate
potentialities.

Aptitude tests measure abilities and interests.

They asoertain what an indiv1dua1 aotua1ly does in oertain
standard Situations, and "from these measurements the estimate
of oapaoity for future aooomplishment is an inferenoe ••••• " (17,
p. 11).

The definition of aptitude finally deoided upon by
the authors of the DAT is a oondition or set of oharaoteristics
regarded as symptomatio of an individual's ability to acquire
with training, (usually speoified) knowledge, skill, or set of
responses, suoh as the ability to speak a language, to produce
music •••• (162, p. 18), or, "those qualities measured by a
successful aptitude test, that is, the qualities essentie1 in

"
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suooessful future
. . performanoe, or the previously aoquired skills
assooiated with o,r anteoedent to" those quali t~es ••• II (32, p. 13).
The authors oonoluded that thes'e. definitions were broad enough to
inolude any faotors related-to aptitudes or any oauses responsible for their presenoe (11, p. 2).

Aptitude is not meant to be

an "all or none" oharaoteristio, something whioh is either
present to perfeotion or oompletely laoking.

It is a

faoto~

or ability, or a oombination of faotors or abilities which
individuals possess to different degrees.

Some possess aptitudes

for numerous aotivities, while other individuals refleot limited
potential for only a few , oooupational pursuits.
,

After the seleotion of the definition of aptitude,
attention was direoted to just What aptitudes were to be
inoluded in the battery.
surveyed.

Existing tests and test items were

The experimental items seleoted for the newly

oonstruoted tests were then tried out.

On the basis of these

experimental studies, eight tests, published in seven test
booklets with separate answer sheets whioh oould be soored
manually or by IBM, were finally seleoted.

They gave promise

of providing ade'quate reliability and suffioiently low intercorrelations, whioh indioated they were measuring different
aptitudes.

They also gave good indioation of test validity.

The tests finally seleoted were Verbal Reasonine, Numerical
Ability, Abstraot Reasoning, Spaoe Relations, and Meohanical
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Olerioal Speed and Aoouraoy and Language Usage,

Reasoning~

..

.

oomposed of two parts, Spelling and Sentenoes, oompleted the
/.

battery.

.

~

The tests avoided as muoh as possible dependenoe on
~.--

partioular sohool subjeots, and although the language and
numerioal ability tests are inherently dependent on sohool
training, materials are used that are oommon in the elementary

•

sohools.

The Verbal Reasoning Test is intended to measure the
ability to understand oonoepts formed in words.

The abilities

to abstraot~ to generalize, and to think oonstruotively are all
measured.

More than verbal fluenoy or mere vooabulary

reoogn1.tion is demanded.
~ield

The items are versatile

of study can be used.

Word.s :f"rom history,

literature and kindred subjeots are employed.

~n

that

2J:"1Y

ge~grAph~'.

Thirty minutes

are allowed for completion of this test.
The test of Numerioal Ability is designed to test
the understanding of numerioal relationships anG the faoility
one possesses in handling numerical oonoepts.

Arithmetio

oomputation, rather than arithmetio reasoning, is demanded.
Consequently, reading ability plays no signifioant role, as it
does in problems of arithmetio reasoning.

It has been

demonstrated by experiments in the sohoo1s that the problems
were complex enough to challenee students in all high school
grades.

Since the test was devised to require intelligent
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handling of numerioal oonoepts, this is refleoted in the sooring.
The maximum time allowed for oompletion is

,0

m~nutes.

The. Abstraot Reasoning Test is a non-verbal measure
and stresses reasoning abil.1-ty.

Eaoh problem presents a series

of ohanging diagrams and requires the peroeption of an operating
prinoiple that follows through from the first design to the
final "answer" or oorreot one.

The student must disoover trle

ohanging prinoiple or prinoiples and seleot the final diagram
whioh should logioally follow the preceding ones in the series.
No premium is put on vision, and oonsiderable caution was employed
in selecting items so as to eliminate ambiguity.

However, com-

plexity is obtained by increasing oonoeptual diffioulties.
Twenty-five minutes ·are allowed for administration.
"

The Test of Spaoe Relations demands the ability to
visualize a oonstruoted objeot from apioture of a pattern and
the ability to imagine how an object would appear if rotatea in
Both these factors were desired beoause they ,are
important in any useful definit10n of ab111ty to think in spatial \

various ways.

terms.

The abi11ty to man1pulate objeots in three dimensional

spaoe is demanded.

Again, visual disorimination is not emphasized

and minute differenoes in size do not determine the answer.
Thirty minutes are allowed for oompletion.
The Meohanioal Reasoning Test is essentially a new form
of the older Meohanioal Comprehension Test introduoed

by

Bennett.
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Beoause of the researoh oonduoted with that instrument over many

..

years, it was believed to be mo,s t reliable., The item s oonsi s t of
piotorially presented meohanioalsituations ,together with a
..

-

simply worded question. .A speoifio type ofmeohanioal knowledge
is not required.

Administration time is one-half hour.

The speed of response in a simple peroeptual task lis
measured by

~heOlerioal

Speed and Aoouraoy Test. 'Oombinations

of letters, and numbers are involved in.the items

ana the subjeot

is required to,glanoe alternately from one page to another.
Immediate attention is also demanded.

A oombination of letters

or numbers is seleoted from the test booklet, then looated on
the answer sheet, and marked aooordingly.
intelleotual diffioulty is enoountered.

Little or no
This type of task is

involved in.many types of olerioal jobs, and the speed of
peroeption, momentary retention, and speed of response are all
measured in this six minute test.
,
The words of the Spelling portion or the Language Test

were seleoted with unusual oare.

They were ohosen from Gates'

Spelling Diffioulties in ,,876 words, and were then further
seleoted edi torially for their prominenoe in everyday v.ocabulary.
Eaoh word found in the test was seleoted after researoh which
emphasized that eaoh would oontribute 1ts

appropr1~te

share to

measurement, thus enhanoing the rel1ab1l1 ty of the test.

'ren

minutes are allowed for the. judgment of right and wrong spelling.

,
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The seoond portion of the Language Test, Sentences,
measures the student's ability ,to punotuate,

.

us~

proper words,

and distinguish between good and bad grammer. Each sentence is
.

--.-

.

composed of five seotions whioh oan be soored.
in 250 possible item responses.

This results

Eaoh part of the sentenoe must

be inspeoted and then judged aooording1y, sinoe a sentenoe
be correot or have one, two, three, four or five errors.

~ay

The

Language Usa.ge Tests resemble aohievement tests more than any of
the other measures in the DAT battery; but they are inoluded
beoause they represent basio skills demanded in so many vocational
pursuits.

•

Twenty-five minutes are allowed for test administration.

In the past, it was desired that aptitude tests reflectl
the "speed" of the person rather than the "power".

In recent

years, however, the trend has been to red.uoe speed, except when
speed is the faotor desired to be appraised, and to emphasize
power tests whioh measure the ability of the subjeot when not
hs.ndioapped by the time f'ao;tor.

\

This is most logical since one

of the primary reasons tor measuring a person's ability is to
discover the levels at whioh he oan perform adequately.

Only

the Clerioa1 Speed an'" Acouraoy Test, as seen above, which a1lo""9
six minutes for completion, involves a large element of speed.
All the tests are essentially power tests with the items
in order of difficulty.

The time limits were establlshe0

most subjects are able to attempt all items.

gr~~ed

gO

that

These eifht tests
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oover the maJor', measurement' requirements in a guidance program.
-The individual tests, in both Form
equivalent in oontent and significanoe.

A~nd

Form B, are

The individual tests

of either battery oan be administered alone, but the whole
battery, whioh yields 'a 'total profile, is reoommended.

The raw

soores on eaoh test are oonverted into peroentiles and are
plottea on a profi;:Le sheet to faoilitate interpretation.

P10tted

soores may be interpreted in terms of standard soores which
appear on the profile ohart.

National norms are provided for

both sexes of the eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth
grades.

Some standardization on oollege groups has also been

oon:pleted (11).
,.'
Information about the reliability and validity cf the
DAT is presented in the Manual.

In 1947, shortly after the

publioation of the DAT, the test was oritioized beoause of the
limited number of students used in preparing the norms, and
counselors were cautioned regarding the aooeptence of some
comments made by the authors (30) •
f'Or the test, and, seemed justified.

This critioism wa s heE',l thly
'rhe authors of the DAr,

even prior to that time, were petitioning research, pno tl:ey
still seeking to encourage further study.

In the last

!1

ro

~oven

years, many of the aritioismleveled against the tests h&ve been
eliminated.

The authors now state that the DAT's "are unusually

reliable" (11, p. 19).

Cronbaoh (33, p. 233) oomment.s thDt the

,

11:3

DAT norms are based, on large numbers of representative students.
Norms published in the 1952 Manual are based on material secured
.

~

from 47,000 atud.ents represent1ng over 100 sohool systems from
all major geographio

area~-1n

the United states, plus data from

other individual researoh studies.

In some oities of the 26

states sampled by the authors, the populations of grades 8-12
were evaluated.

In other oities, olasses in representativ&

sohools were seleoted. -The reliability ooeffioients given were
oomputed for eaoh test separately, and for both sexes in each
grade in three Eastern and Midwestern cities.

The reliability

ooefficients- for the tests were obtained by the "split-half"
method, oorreoted by the Spearman-Brown formula.

This method

was appropriate beoause in all but the Clerioal Speed and
Accuracy Test, speed is of little importanoe.

For the Clerical

Test, students were given both Form A and Form B during the
same olass period., and the coefficients were computed from testmE
with alternate fonns.

The reliability coeffioients of Form A,

DAT, as oomputed on the basis of 960 males and 1064 female
profiles, are presented in Table VIII.
r.fore speoifioally, in this study tenth gra.de girls will
be employed.

Table IX presents the reliability coeffioients,

tl~

means, and standard deviations of the Differential Aptitude Testr;.
Form A, for 186 boys and 215 girls in the tenth grane.
Further, regarding long term oonsistenoy of measure"cnt'l
____________________________________________________________________1
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Table VIII
The Mean Reliability Coeffioient, Mean Soores and Standard
Deviations

ar

Form A, Differential Aptitude Tests, Given

by Sex, for 960 Boys and 1064 Girls in Grades Eight
to Twelve

Boys (N:960)

Girls (N:1064)

Aver.
r

Aver.
Mean

Aver.
Mean

Aver.
SD

.90

23.0

9.0

.90

22.8

8.8

Numerioa1 Ability •••••

.90

17.6

8.7

.86

16.1

8.2

Abstraot Reasoning ••••

.90

28.7

10.5

.89

27.1

11.0

Spaoe Relations •••••••

.93 '

45.2

24.9

.90

38.7

21.2

Reasoning ••

.85

38.0

12.4

.71

23.5

10.1

Clerioal S and A••••••

.87

51.9

10.6

.87

60.3

"11.0

Spelling •••••••

.92

39.5

24.0

.92

54.8

LU-l1: Sentenoes ••••••

.88

30.5

14.7

.87

40.0

Test
Verbal Reasoning ••••••

Aver. Aver.
SD
r

-"

~1eohanioa1

LU-1:

\

22.6

14.5

,

,
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. " Table IX
.

The Re11ab1l1ty
'.

.
eoeff1oents~

Mean

and SD of the DAT, Form A, for

186 Tenth Grade Boys and 215
Tenth Grade G1rls

Boys
Test

r

G1r1s

Mean

3D

r

Mean

3D

23.1 .

9.5

.90

23.9

9.1

VR

.90

NA

: .89

17.5

8.6

.87

. 16.2

8.6

AR

.90

29.5

10.9

.91

28.0'

11.8

SR

.94

46.9

26.6

.89

40.1

21.3

MR

.86

39.2

1;5.0

.70

24.3

10.0

eSA·

.93

51.0

11.8

.91

58.8

12.3

Spell.

.92

37.6

25.2

.92

56.8

23.0

Sent.

.88

28.7

14.7

.86

39.9

14.5

N

186

215
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a study done by Doppe1t and Bennett on the students oomprising
the 1950 Class of two Mount Vernon, New York nigh sohools
oonsisted of giving the DAT battery in the ninth grade and again
in the twelfth grade.

It'Yielded the results represented in

Table X.
The validity of the. DATis based on studies involving

•

the prediotion of oourse grades, the prediotion of aohievement
test results, and most

importantly~

and eduoational suooess.

the prediotion of vooational

In several studies oonduoted in these

three areas, it has been found that grades in the typioal
English oourse oan be reasonably well predioted by the Sentence,
Spelling, Verbal Reasoning and Numerioal Tests.

The Numerical

Ability Test olearlyshows the greatest prediotive power for
mathematios grades.

The Meohanioal Reasoning Test has predicted

well in some shop oourses and less adequately in others (2, p.

375).

This oan also be said. about other tests in the battery.

However, the failure to prediot a,ll grades more aocurately'i.s not
necessarily a shortooming of the instrument.

:Muoh Clepends upon

"

the skills or aptitudes whioh the oourse requ1res, in spite of
the name given to the oourse.

It is also reoognized that school

marks are partially subjective in nature.

The test reflects

validities, rather than one validity, ana this varies with
course material, sex of the students, ann school grade.

,~
EVicencet

is strong that the DAT' s are useful as predictors of school

Yr.er~~!:i J

ll7
· ,

Table X
Correlat1ons Between N1nth Grade Scores
and Twelfth 'G~ade Scores on the DAT,
Form A, for 71 Boys and 90 Girls
of Two Mount Vernon High Sohools,
Class of 1950

Boys

Girls

Test

r

r

Verbal Reasoning •••••••••••

.87

.82

Numerioal Ab1lity ••••••••••

.75

.~4

Abstract Reasoning •••••••••

.62

.64

Space Relations ••••••••••••

.59

.70

Mechanical Reasoning •••••••

.73

.63

Clerical S and A•••••••••••

.68

.58

LU - 1:

Spelling •••••••••

.77

.77

LU - 11:

Sentenoes ••••••••

.75

.80

71

90

N
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in courses taken a considerable time after the administration of

.

the test.
In ,the' Spring of

1947,·~

the DAT battery was administered

to a large number of junior_and senior high sohool students.
sohool systems of Mount Vernon, New

Yor~,

The

Hamilton, Ohio, Dover,

New Jersey, Jaokson and Ann Arbor, Miohigan, and St. Paul,
Minnesota oooperated in the researoh.

In 1950 and 1951

questionnaires were sent to 2,900 former students who had taken
the test previously in 1947.

The students gave information

relative to what they had done eduoationally and vooationally
sinoe graduation.

Approximately 1,700 students replied.

The

data obtained in this follow-up study are reported as "most
aooeptable".

The authors realize that it would have been

desirable to base the oriteria of suooess on intervals of longer
duration,

ana it would have been preferable to seoure d.ata from

muoh larger groups representing the various,oooupational pursuits.
It is also essential to have marked independenoe of
,
tests used in an aptitude battery. If two tests oorrelate highly,
one is redundant and unneoessary.

The likelihood of disoovering

differenoes and abilities is greatly diminished by tests
refleoting high oorrelations.

The mean interoorrelation

coeffioient of the DAT, Form A, for 960 boys and 1,064 girls
representing grades eight through twelve is presented in Table XI.
It will be ngted that the ooeffioients ranged from .06
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. Table'XI
The Mean Intercorrelat1on Coeff1c1ents of
-• . "'t

'

f

t'

• ..-

-.'

The DAT Based on Records 'of 960 Boys &

1064 G1rls Representing Grades 8-12

BOIS {N-2 60}

VR

NA

AR

SR MR

Numer1cal Ability ••••••••••

.58

Abstract Reasoning •••••••••

.56 .54

Space Relations ••••••••••••

.52 .47 .56

Mechanical Reasoning •••••••

.53 .39 .51 .59

Clerical S and A•••••••••••

.12 .20 .16 .13 .06

LU -

1:

Spelling •••••••••
"

LU - 11:

Sentences ••••••••

Girls (N.1064}

.'

CSA

.

.51 .41 • 28 .19 .17

.13

.62 .50 .44 .36 .36

.14

,

VR

NA

AR

SR MR

.58

Abstract Reasoning •••••••••

.61 .52

Space Relations ••••••••••••

.49 .37 .57

Mechanioal Reasoning •••••••

.54 .41 .53 .54

Clerical S end A ••••••••.•

~

.16 .22 .18 .12 .13

1:

Spelling •••••••••

.52 .43 .33 .21 .25

.15

- 11:

Sentences ••••••••

.67 .55 .46 .34 .37

.16

LU

.62

,
CSA Spell.

Numerioal Ability ••••••••••

LU -

Spell.

.64

---
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to .67 •. Hlgh ,oorrel'atlons
. exlst between aptl tU,des whlch are
consldered normally related. However, the' ooefflolents
\

demonstrate 'that the abllltles measured by, the separate tests
El,re sufflolently dlfferent- to warrant lnoluslon of all tests in
the series.
each test was

These oorrelatlons are 'espeolally surprlsing, since
origin~lly

oonstruoted to be meanlngful on lts

own account.
The DAT ls well aooepted in reoent literature reviews.
Praise is glven the authors for the construction s.nd developl'l1ent
of the test.

Bechtoldt (8) oonoludes hls oritique by recommend-

ing the use of the instrument.
battery.

Berdie (14), too, recommends the

After analyzing the lndlvidual tests, he points out

,

.

the,t it has validities rather than one validity, and states that
the battery has been oarefully standardized by competent authors.
Berdie aoknowledges the reoognition whlch the authors received
from the Council of Guidanoe and Personnel Assooiations in 1951.
In oonoluslon, ln his work on Aptltude and Aptitpae
Testing, Bingham relates that the purposes of an aptitude test
are to aid ln the evaluatlon of a person's deoision to pursue
some vocation suooessfully, to unoover hldden talents, to
suzgest alternative positions or vocational areas,

nnd

to focus

the individuals attention on endowments that could be utilized.
A good aptitude test also pOints out disabilities (17, p. 14).
It is believed that, the instrument, employed in the proposed
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stud~

most adequately meets the desired oharaoteristics of an

aptitude battery.

-;
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CHAPTER IV

..

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA AND THE. RESULTS
_...-

0-

In order to determine the reliability of the results
and to provide for an aoourate interpretation of the data, the
performanoe was evaluated against the null hypothesis, that liS,
no real difference will exist between the two groups other than
would be expeoted through the operation of chanoe factors.

The

formula presented by McNemar for the ,standard error of the
cifference between means (fMD).was employed to ascertain whether
the differences between the two groups of paired subjects were
Significant.

-A oorrelation existed between the delinquent and

nondelinquent groups sinoequalitative variables were used to
match the subjeots •. This oorrelation faotor had to be
considered in oomparing the matohed samples.

The formula

presented by MoNemar took into aooount the varianoe assooiated
,
with eaoh distribution. It also took into oonsideration how
eaoh variance was modified by the oorrelation.

The problem

studied in this researoh was subsumed under oase B of pairing
possibilities for related measures described by MoNemar (106,
p. 74).

Guilford states that this direot method "is very

strongly reoommended whenever it oan be oonveniently appJ.lcd"
(76, p. 221).

The means, SD, differenoe between means, and
122
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stand~rd

error of: the d1fference between means were found in

•

this manner •. The. sie,nif10anoe of the d1fferenoes was expressed
in terms of the oritioal ratio .(76, p. 604).

at the

.

To be s1gnifioant

at the .05 level of oonfiden.?e, a C.R. of 1.96 was required •
.

To be very signifioant,

.01 level of oonfidenoe, 8. C.?

of 2.58 was demanded., . Differenoes yielding a oritioal ratio
smaller than 1.96 were not regarded as signifioant in this.
study but indioated a trend.
Aooording to the first ,hypothesis, the mee..ns in the
Outdoor, Soientifio, and Mechanioal areas are signifi08.ntly
higher for the nondelinqu,ent group.

This statistio for the

nondelinquent group on the Outdoor Soale was 31.98.

11.80.

The SD ,... as

.'

This was oompared with the mean soore of 33.32 for the

delinquent group.

The SD was 15.23.

yielded a critioal ratio of 0.48.

A mean differenoe of 1.34

On the Scientifio Soale, the

mean of the delinquent group was 28.00 and the SD was 11.88.
The mean and SD for the nondelinquent group were 29.30 anc1 ..l0.52
,
respectively. The mean differenoe was 1.30. The C.R. was 0.53.
A MGohanioal interest mean of 23.02 with a SD of 4.72 for the
delinquent stUdents was oompared to a. mean of 20.3'J. (mo
of 7.38 for the nondelinquents.
A C.R. of 1.58 was oomputed.

The mean difference

[1

WRS

SD

2.68.

Although this is the second

le.rges t critical ratio obtained in the oomparison of the two
Eroups on all vocational interest scales, it falls short of the
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,C.R. of 1.96.

~t~er

findings seem to

than distinguishing the

i~dicate

~Wo

groups, these

marked similarity in .. these speoific

vocational areas as refleoted on the KPR.
In previous research oompleted by the writer ·(119),
where groups of nondelinquent and delinquent boys were oompared,
the Outdoor, Soientifio, and Meohanioalareas of the KPR were
found to differentiate the· two groups significantly.

The cbntrol

end experimental groups in that study were somewhat similar to
the delinquents and nondelinquents recruited for the present
research.

It was on the basis of the previous findings thet the

first hypothesis in the present study was tested.
The means, SD,differences between means, standard error
of the difference between means, and the critical ratios for the

\

50 delinquent and 50 nondelinquent adolescent boys on the KPR
are presented in Table XII.
The question naturally arises as to why similar
significant differenoes were not found when delinquent and ,nond~linquent girls were oompared on the same scales.
Perhaps,
the Outdoor, Mechanical, and Soientific interests, as reproduced
on the self-interpreting profile sheets of the KPR are more
closely related to male pursuits (for example, automobile
repairman, watohmaker, drill press operator and engineer on tho
Mechanioal Soale; doctors, ohemists, nurses, engineers, radio
repairmen, aviator and dietiCian in the Scientific area; and

\
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Table XII

The Means, SD, D1fferences Eetween Means, Standard Error
of the D1fferenae Between Means andCr1tical
Ratios for Fifty Delinquent and Fifty Nondelinquent Boys on the Kuder
Preferenc Record

NonDelinquent
SD

Scale
Outdoor •••••..•

Delinquent

0,.

~

••••

48.48 13 •.56 42.30 14.72

6.18 2.83

.

Mechanical •••••••• ,•• ,; 47.02 ,10.95 41.30 10.58 5.72 2.05

2.18**
I

2.79*

:Compu ta tional ••••••• , .

25.22

7.18 22.64

6.19

2.58 1.16 1.36

Scientific ••••••••••

,40.86 11.54 33.98

9.31

6.88 2.12

Persuasive ••••••••••

.38.08,11.60 41.64 16.04 -3.56 2.22 -1.60

3.25*

Artistic ••••••••••• '.

27.22

9.58 29.18

8.77 -1.96 2.06 ,- .90

Literary ••••••••••••

17.44 7.07 18.58

7.49 -1.14 1.55 - .74

Mu eical •••••••••••••

12.44 7.66 14.68

6.13 -2.24 1.29 -1.74

Sooial Service ••••••

35.58

9.23 -2.08 1.93 -1.0e

Clerical ••••••••••••

47.80 12.32 47.84 11.61 - .04 2.16 - .02

9.91 37.66

*

Significant at the .01 level of confidence

-lHt-

Significant at the .05 level of oonfidence

"
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forest ranger,"nattira11st, and farmer 'on' the Outdoor Scale).
D1fferences, then, perhaps would be more pronounced 1n the
comparison of male subjects than they would be in the comparison
of female groups.

Th1s wou-id support the comment of Norton (118,

p. 296), me,de after analyzing the vooationa1 preferences of
adult subjects.

In that study, it was postulated that the

vocational interests of females as

.

•

r~fleoted

•

during adolescence

are more homogeneous' and less varia.b1e than are those of men.
Consequently, tbe disparity noted in the oomparison of delinc:uent
and nondelinquent .boys is not obtained in this study involving
female subjeots.

'In addition, the groups employed in this

research were .. more olose1y matohed in regard to several important
\

variables then in any of the prev1ous1y completed male studies
that yielded signifioant differenoes (119, 93, 51).
Also, the hierarchal position of oooupations
have some effeot upon the results.

Some positions afford

prestige, status and seourity, and are related to the
aspiration level of the subjeot.

mi~ht

vocat~onal

It is generally held that not

as much importanoe is given to careers by females as by males.
The males most likely will be responsible for the support of a
family.

In our sooial struoture women usually secure social

position and prestige through the occupational pursuits and
success of their mates.

It could be possible, then, that the

differences in male groups miEht be more significant than they
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would be in female ones, primarily beoausethe oooupational area
is more meaningful, and the seleotion of an

o~upation

a more

serious deoision.
More

spe01fioal~~i

in regard to the Meohanioal area,

Triggs (157, p. 296) found that women seouring higher femininity
soores were more apt to refleot lower meohanioal interest.
. I

•

.

Many

•

olinicians maintain that beoause of the offenses oommitted, enc
because of the observed personality oharaoteristics and the
general oonduct of delinquent girls as a group, they are not as
charaoteristioally feminine as nondelinquent female adolesoents.
Although the delinquent group does seoure a higher mean score,
this speculation oould not be verified on the basis of the
results obtained on the KPR.

This instrument is not intended

to measure the degree of femininity of the subjeot.

It is

interesting to note that the mean peroentile rank on the
Mechanioal Soale for the delinquent girls in the present study
was 55, as oontrasted with the mean peroent1le rank of 36 fpr
the delinquent boys employed in the author's previous research
(119, p. 58).

It must be emphasized, however, that in the

interpretation of these soores, separate norms are employed.
In addition, the delinquent males in the previous study hac a
mean grade plaoement of 9.7.

All subjects in the present

research had attained sophomore olassifioation.

The boys, how-

ever, exceeded the mean ohronologioal age of the femele f:roup
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by 0.7 years.

.

Because Of"' insuffioient evidence, the "first hypothesis
; is regarded as being 'untenable within the framework of the
present study.

,--

Theone signif1cant finding, however, in the

oomparison of the vooational interests of the delinquent and
nondelinquent girls,was noted in the Persuasive area.
mean for the nondelinquent group was 39.74.

Th,

The SD was 9.61.'

This was oompared to a mean of 35.58 and a SD of 9.04 for the
delinquents.
was 2.05.

The mean "score difference was 4.16.

The C.R.

This was signifioant beyond the .05 level of

oonfidenoe.
Aocording to Kuder, a Persuasive preference indioates,
that the subjeot likes to meet and deal with people 'and likes
to promote projects or things to sell.

This vooational interest

is espec1ally related to lawyers, ministers, politic1ans and
sucoessful sales people.
self~ontrol

It is desirable that they possess

and that they be emotionally mature.

This wouid

be noted 1n the abil1ty to postpone personal satisfaotion and
immediate goals for more ultimate and subtle ones.

Rational

or rheotorioal persuasion would seemingly be oharaoteristio
of these individuals.

These oharacteristios, then, oould be

refleoted in a high persuasive interest.

On the other hnnd,

researoh findings indicate (141, 40, 109, 168, 88) tha.t the
need for immediate pleasure in delinquents is quite marked.
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They are usualiy unable to postpone personal satisfaotion •
Delinquents are more inolined

~o

..

aot out their frustrations.

As a group they are less oapable of exeroising intelleotual

.-

oontrol than a group of.nondelinquents.

The delinquents,

moreover, tend to be argumentative and labile.

Delinquents

are usually not inolined to resort to logioal persuasibn. •
They try to avoid reality by not ooming to grips with aotual
life problems.

It is

beli~ved

that the nondelinquents, as a

group, would tend to respond in a more oautious and reasonable
manner to external reality.

This, then, oould partially

explain the signifioant differenoe found between the two groups
on the Persuasive Soale ••.
The seoond hypothes1s, namely, delinquent-girls seoure
higher mean soores on the Art1st10, Mus1cal and Literary interest
areas, was not substantiated.

On the bas1s of the results of

all male studies by Klugman (93), Feather (51), and Novak (119),
1t had been theor1zed that h1gh soores on th1s "cultural triad"
were more oharacteristio of maladjusted than of well-adjusted
subjects.

On the basis of the present results, this hypothesis

oould not be defended, when app11ed to the female delinquents.
Novak had speoulated, 1n a previous study of delinquent boys,
that ArtistiC, Musical and Literary interests could be reflected
more strongly by indivioue.ls possessing somewhat stronger
feminine interests.

Lack of masouline identifioation an0/or

I

' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
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inability to aooept the responsibilities

an~

funotions oon-

oomitant with assuming the male role, as demanded by our

.

generally accepted social mores, were frequently discovered as
being a basio or oontributing faotor to the male delinquents'

...-

sociopathio aotivities and ultimate oonfinement.

Aotually,

however, if these vocational areas are oonsidered to be more
feminine, one might probably expeot the control group to

s~cure

higher mean soores than would a gro,up of incarcerated delinquent
girls who are believed to be less femin!ne in their pursuits.
Kuder states that hairdressers, dress designers, interior
decorators, drama critios, and book reviewers would soore high
in these areas.

Attending musio conoerts and reading about

musio and musicians oontribute prominently to the ?,"usical
interest area.

The' nondelinquents did reoeive a higher

~ean

soore on the Artistio Soale, but it was not significant.
C.R. was 1.28.

The

On the Musioal Soale, the mean raw soore for

the delinquents differed from that of the nonnelinquents by
0.04.

The C.R. was 0.03.

\

A mean differenoe of 0.50 was noted

between the two groups in the Literary area.

The C.R. was 0.36.

Again, the overlap of the two groups and the degree of
geneity refleoted are impressive.

ho~o-

On the basis of these

the second hypothesis is also rejeoted.

The means, SD,

fin~infs

differe~,,;

between means, standard error of the difference beb:een n:cetns,
ana critical ratios for the 50 de1.inquent and 50 nonoellnc:uent
adolescent girls on the KPR are presented in Table XIII.
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Table XIII

The Means, SD,Differenoes Between Means, Standard Error
'of the Differeno&-Between Means, and Critioa1
Ratios for Fifty Delinquent and Fifty Nondelinquent Girls on the Kuder Preferenoe
Reoord

Delinquent
Soale

NonDelinquent

SD

C.R.

outdoor ••••••••••••

33.32 15.23 31.98 11.80 -1.34 2.80 - .48

Meohanioal •••••••••

23.02

4.72'20.34

computational ••••• :

23.46

6.71 22.44 10.23 -1.02 1.29 - .79

Soientifio.........

,

.

7.38 -2.68 1.70 -1.58

,,' 28.00 11.88 29.30 10.52

1.30 2.46

.53
2.05*

Persuasive.........

35.58

9.04 39.74

9.61

4.16 2.03

Artistio •••••••••••

27.86

9.14 30.52

7.38

2.66 2.08 ,1.28

Literary •••••••••••

19.48

6.56 19.98

7.77

Musioal ••••••••••••

15.74

5.33 15.70

6.74 - .04 1.28 - .03

Sooia1 Servioe •••••

49.96 11.71 51.12 10.81

C1erioa1 •••••••••••

61.90 15.08 59.28 13.97 -2.62 2.99 - .88

*

,

Signifioant at the .05 level of oonfidenoe

.50 1.38

1.16 2.46

.36

.47

,
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In te.stin.g the next hypothesis, namely, that the
interest profiles for the delinquent group are_generally
depressed or·weaker in intensity, the total number of signifioantly highsoores
reoord was oheoked.

(oentil~of

75 or above) appearing on eaoh

The nondelinquent group had a total of 118

signifioantly high soores on all soales.

This resulted in a .

mean of 2.36 signifioant soores per reoord.

The SD was 1.3i.

This was oompared to 113 signifioantly high soores for the
delinquent group.

The mean for this group was 2.26 signifioant

soores for eaoh reoord, and the SD was 1.11.
C.R. of 0.40 was obtained.

A nonsignifioant

In tne nondelinquent group, 38

individuals, or 76 per oent, had two or more signifioantly high
soores on the KPR, as contrasted with 37 or 74 per oent of the
delinquents.
When the number of sign1fioantly hlgh soores (75th
oentile or above) on the 1ndividual scales of the KPR were
oompared, 1t was round that only the differenoe in number Of

-

delinquents and nondelinquents sooring that high on the Artistio
Soale approaohed signifioanoe. The X2 of 3.33 was significant
between the O.lO;and .the 0.05 level of oonfidenoe.
Table XIV shows that all other ohi squares are not
signifioant at the level of oonfidenoe stipulated for this

~tudy.

In the table will be found the name of the soale, ohi square,
and its probability level,when the number of significantly high

\

.
Table XIV
Name of Scale, Chi aquare and Probability in the
Comparison of'the Number of Significantly High
Soores
(75 centile of above) on the Individual
'.
Scales of the KPR for the Fifty Delinquent
and Fifty Nondelinquent Girls

X2

P

Outdoor •••••••

'.76

.50

Artistic •••••

3.33

.10

Mechanioal ••••

.08 '

.80

Literary •••••

1.41

.30

.30

Musioal ••••••

1.52

.30

Soo. Servioe

.05

.90

Clerical

.21

.70

Scale

Computational. 1.61
Scientifio ••••

0

Persuasive •••• 2.25

.20

Soale

X2

P

saeres' on the individual soales of the KPR for the two groups

.

were oompared.

The·signifioantly low'soores (25th centile or below)
are also important in the

i~erpretation

of the KPR, and the
~

total number of signifioantly low soores on eaoh record was
computed.

A total of 116 was seoured by the delinquent group

for a mean of 2.32 significantly low soores per record and
of 0.93.

~

SD

This was oompared to a total of 123 significantly low

soores obtained by the nondelinquent group with a mean of 2.46
per record and a SD of 0.80.

The obtained C.R. of .82 was not

significant.
~

In the oomparison of the number of low soores on each
individual scale oonsidered signifioant in the interpretation of

.

the KPR (25th oentile or below), the highest chi squares obtained
were 1.97 and 1.87, on the Persuasive and Literary Scales,
respectively.

Their probabilities do not exceed the 0.10 l€vel

of confidence.

The ohi squares and their probabilities for all

of the scales of the KPR are presented in Table XV.
In a further attempt to disoover significant differences
B.ny two high scores appearing on the individual records (75th
centile and above) were oombined and the totals for each e.-roup
then compared.

Chi squB.re was employed.

\fuere necessary, Yates

correotion for continuity was used. The Persuasive-Literary
combination resulted in a X2 of 2.46, the largest COmpl)tCl~l • .1':-:.1 s

Table XY

..

Name of Soale, 'Chi square and Probability in the
Comparison of the Number of Signifioantly Low
Soores (25 oentile of below) on the Individual Soales of the KPR for Fifty Delinquent &
Fifty Nondelinquent Girls

=
Soale

P

p

Soale

Outdoor •••••.•

.02

• 90

Artistio ••••

.88

.30

Meohanioal ••••

.80

.30

Literary •••• 1.87

.10

Compu ta ti onal.• 1.78

.20

Musioal •••••

.04

.90

Soientifio ••••

• 23

.50

Soo • Servioe

.06

.80

Persuasive •••• 1.97

.10

Clerioal ••••

.27

.50

1:36

was signifioant' atapprox1mately the 0.10 level of confidence.
The procedure 'was repeated for 'the combination "of significantly
low scales (25th centile or below).
largest obtained.

2

.

.

.

A X of 2.33, was the

It apprOXimated significance at the 0.10

level of confidence.

This resulted from the comparison of

the total number of Mechanical-Iwrusical combinations.
results were

no~

These

significant.

The fourth hypothesis, that is, the delinquent group
obtains significantly lower mean scores in some of the aptitude
areas is only partially substantiated.
to the extent that

wo~ld

It is not supported

be anticipated, on the basis of many

of the findings presented in the literature review.

The

differences between the groups were somewhat more marked than
in the comparison of vooational interests, but only one aptitude
area, that of Abstraot Reasoning, was,found to be statistically
signifioant.
27~64

The mean soore for the nondelinquent group was

and the SD was 10.02.

This was oompared with a mean soore

of 21.52 for the delinquent students and a SD of 11.38.
mean difference was 6.12.

The C.R. was 2.65.

The

This was

significant beyond the 0.01 level of confidenoe.
In attempting to discover the schema involved in
solving the problems of the Abstraot Reasoning test, the subject
must discover the principle or principles governing the

CI1~nge

in the figures presented, and give evidence of understsnding

,

the problem by designating the diagram which follows logically
in sequence.

He must then generalize the changes noted into

operating pr1nc1ples, and must employ abstract symbols.
Reasoning with words 1s not-1nvolved.

If any difference between

the two groups would be ant1cipated in the aptitude areas,
perhaps the predict10n of the one noted, namely Abstract Reasoninwould seem most logioal.

It was stated by Wechsler, that

"psychopaths" were generally below average in abstract thinking.
Some clinicians would undoubtedly assign the term, "psychopath",
to many of the delinquent girls" in this research.
Over a period of time, the present author has adminis-

,

tered individual and group tests routinely to delinquents of both
sexes.

It has been observed that delinquents

encoun~er

difficulty

in attending oonsciously for any length of time to assigned tasks
whioh demand persistent, oonoentrated, and oontinuous mental
effort.

The abilities to prepare and to organize the self for

conoerted thinking, to oontrol impulses, and to persevere
generally evidenoed in delinquent subjects.

a~e

not

This would seem to

corroborate Adelson's (1, p. 623) more inolusive oomment that
delinquents are unable to sustain effort in terms of both
vocational and eduoational aohievements.
Although no signifioant differenoes are refleoted in
other aptitude areas, there is a definite trend on the part of
the nondelinquent group to seoure higher mean soores in t,,,o

i,

other areas, namely, the Verbal Reasoning and
Reasoning Tests.

th~

..

Both demand reasoning ability

Meohanioal

ane perseverenoe.

These are personality oharaoteristios whioh would usually be
..

-

attributed to more stable persons.
In the Verbal Reasoning Test, a C.R. of 1.80 was
oomputed, approximating the 0.08 per oent level of oonfidenre.
The mental funotions involved in this test, as represented by
the DAT, demand the ability to understand oonoepts framed in
words, but are aimed at the evaluation of the student's ability
to abstraot, generalize and think oonstructively, rather than
at simple fluency or vocabulary recognition.

Reasoning ability

is espeoially emphasized in the items composing the test.

Tne

aspiration level of the two groups might also be inferred, since
the authors of the DAT state that "vocationally, the test also
indioates something of the ocoupational level to whioh the
student may appropriately aspire, since there is a positive
,
relationship in many oooupations between the level of responsibility of a job and the oomplexity of verbally phrased ideas
to be oomprehended" (11, p. 6).

The Verbal Reasoning Test nlco

deserves oonsiderable weight in determining whether the subject
should be oonsidered of oollege oaliber (11, p. 7).

On the

Questionnaire employed in this study, only 15 out of 50, or 30
per oent of the delinquents, stated that they wanted to fl!1ish
high school, a.s opposed to 42, or 84 per oen t of thf'

nOl1(~ 8-
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linquent group.

A ohi square of 29.74 was obtained.

The

differenoe was signifioant beyond the .001 leve! of oonfidence.
Many of the nondelinquents stated during interviews
that they
,
aspired to oollege oareers, .....even though matriculation at college
was only tentative.

They realized its value.

Thus, again

perhaps, a higher aspiration level and more ultimate life goals
could be attributed to the nonoelinquent group.
On the Meohanical Re!l.soning Test, the delinquent group
had a mean of 18.98 and a SD of 12.37.

This was oompared to the

nondelinquent group mean of 22.36 and SD of 8.34.

A C.R. of 1.67

was signifioant at approximately the 0.10 level of confidence.
In the Mechanical Reasoning area, the abilities to

conce~trate,

to persevere and, to a degree, to manipule,te abstract concepts
are again relevant to the solution of the problems presented.
It mie;ht first be theorized that beoause of the positive rela.tionship between intelligenoe and aptitude, the delinquents are not
as intelligent as the nondelinquents.

The

ences, and those differences tending toward

si~nificant eiff~r-

,

si~ificance

in the

aptitude area between the two groups, then would be a reflection
of this cHscrepancy.
adequately oontrolled.

The intellectual variable, however, wes
It could be maintained that the

differences are not attributed to innate intellil3ence.

Perhaps,

the delinquents did not apply effectively' the intelli["ence v:hlch
they possessed.

This was supported in later interviews with

'
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the examiner, where several members of both groups complained
verbally about the difficulty

~f

the Mechanicai Reasoning test,

an area not generally of interest to females.

The delinquent

group, however, tended to avoid the tasks, as noted by
observations made
answer sheets.

du~ing

group testing and by inspection of the

The delinquents completed fewer items successfull .

•

than did the nondelinquent group, which, in spite of a dislike
for the test, attacked and attempted to solve the problems more
realistically.

The delinquent group,' as a whole, seemed to

avoid tasks they interpreted as being beyond their ability.
made numerous responses to test items at random.

They

After completia.

of the test and during the presentation of the results, the
delinquents readily verbalized the feeling that they. had not
done well.

They stated that they had attempted to escape from

the discomfort created by the test situation.
The delinquents, then, earned a lower mechanical
ability soore than did the nondelinquents in sp1te of the faot
that, as a group, they tended to reflect a stronger mechatibal
interest, as indicated by the mean score on the KPR.

When forced

to display abilities on a standardized test, in a structured
situation, they did not perform as well as the
group whose interest was not as intense.
we.B consistent with this finding.

nondelin~uent

Lippman's contention

He states that delinqL7ents

have, as their goal, the securing of more comfortable or
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pleasurable o1roumstanoes w1th the expend1ture of minimum effort
and without delay (101, p. 164).

Th1~

too, could be part1ally

.

responsible for the signif1oant-d1fference between the two
groups on the Persuasive SO.a).e of the KPR.

Small sucointly

summarizes that egocentr10 and asooial impulses, e.long wi th
limited ego oontrol, prevent delinquent or maladjusted subjeots
from the proper exeroise of talents a. nd skills (161, p. 8) ••
On the basis of the differenoes refleoted in the
apti tua.e areas demanding abstraot1on, the similarity of the
performances of the two groups on the Spatial Relations Test
seems somewhat inoongruous.
state:

The authors of the DAT, however,

"the Spaoe Rele,tions Test is'a measure of ability to

deal with oonorete materials," and the· "ability to manipulate
things materially" (11, p. 7), rather than abstraot ideas.
Aotually,

th~

a SD of 19.60.

mean soore of the nondelinquents was 34.18, with
This was oompared to a delinquent group mean

of 29.02 and a SD of 17.75.

Although a mean differenoe of 5.16

favored the nondelinquent group, the standard error of the
differenoe between means was quite large, yielding a C.R. of 1.24.
When the differenoes above are oonsidered, the
motivation of the less able group toward testing should be
investigated.

In the present researoh, however, the delinquents

refleoted their attitude by numerous and repeated requests for
the presentation of test results.

Prior to the administration
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i.

of . tests, the discussion of the reasons for testing and of the
possible imp11cat1ons of the .test

1nformat1on,~both

1n the

inst1tut1on sett1ng and 1n regard to more ult1mate vocational
goals, prov1dedmot1vat1on-of both an intr1nsic and extrinsic
nature.

All subjects.participated on a voluntary basis.

In

addition to these factors, the frequently expressed desire of
adolescents to know more about themselves should be added.
Mot1vation is so intangible a var1able, however, that conclusive
information 1n regard to the two groups could not be given.
On the questionnaire, 17 of the delinquents, or 34 per
cent, stated that they liked attending school, as opposed to
26, or 52 per cent, of the nondelinquent group.

3.30 was obtained,
con~idence.

signi~icant

beyond the 0.10

During interviews, many

o~

,

A chi square of
leve~

of

the nondelinquents edced

that, although they had answered the question negatively in
regard to sbhool attendance, they would, nevertheless, continue
until they received

the~diplomas.

They realized graduation

from high school would be of value, no matter what future life
goals might be.

When the delinquents' dislike for academic

subjects and their desire not to attend school are considered,
the equa.li ty of the two groups on the Spelling anc Sentence
Tests might not at first be expected, since these areas are
closely related to formal learning and academic

settin~s.

The

meen scores for the delinquent group on the Spellinr, and St"nt.ence

,

______________________________________________

~-----------------II

i

I"'
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areas differed tram those of the. nondelinquent grouP by only
0.14 and 0.28, .respeotively.
and 0.10 respeotively.

The oritioal ratios were 0.03

It must be remembered, too, that

even though delinquents are usually retarded in grade placement when oompared to nondelinquents, intelleotual ability
in this instanoe was controlled.
the same grade plaoement.

Both groups hao. aohieved

•

Frequently, too, oertain readinE

and spelling soores are demanded 6f the students prior to
graduation from Chicago Elementary Sohools.
In regard to all the oomparisons

~bove,

it might be'

added that after a longitudinal study of the DAT, the authors
oonoluded it was possible that a great deal of exposurem
verbal, numerioal} and language ooncepts occurs in, the formal
c~assroom

situation in a oontext whioh is relatively

for all stUdents.

unl~o~:

The areas of abstraot reasoning, space

relationship, meohanioal reasoning, and olerical ability are
not so directly related to uniform or oommon portions of
school ourriculum.

~he

These were the areas in whioh the

oifferences between the two groups in this study were
significant or approached significance.

The exposure to the

type of material presented in these latter areas is more
likely to be a function of differential academic experience,
:gained in specialized oourses and in a variety of extra
curricular activities (10).
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The means"

6D, differenoe between means, standard error

of the differenoe between means' and C.R. for tne fifty delinquent
and fifty nondelinquent girls on the DAT are presented in Table
.~.-

XVI.

The findings on the DAT seem in general to emphasize
similarity rather than marked differenoes between the two groups.
l

t1oreover, muoh overlapping isshown.

Thus, it was felt that the

oomparison of group profiles, to a few profiles oharaoteristio
of speoifio oooupations presented in the DAT Manual, would
not oontribute further to the present study.

It

ooul~

be

oonoluded, however, that both groups employed in the present
researoh vary somewhat, though not markedly, from the norms

I

presented for tenth grade girls ,in the test manual •. This merely
emphasized the authoz:'s sue;sestion that to insure greater
validity, test norms should be established for populations in
more speoifio geographioal looations.
It will be noted that all three of the tests refleoting
signifioant differenoes or most nearly approaohing signifioanoe

1n the apt1tude areas, and the soale y1eld1ng the one s1gn1f1oant differenoe on the vooational interest test probably

de~~nd

oh8raoteristios that are not usually attributed to delinquents.
This is based on aotual researoh findings, on observation, or on
speCUlation in numerous researoh studies, by Doctor (42), JastRk
(88), Birkness (18), Diller (40), Wittman (168), HathaHEI.y (78),
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.

Table XVI

The Means, Standard Deviations, Differenoes Between

~eans,

Standard Error of .the Differenoe Between Means and
Critioal Ratios for Fifty Delinquent and Fifty
Nondelinquent Adolesoent Girls on The
DAT

Delinquent
Aptitude

NonDelinquent

SD

SD

C.R.

Verbal Reasoning •••••

16.50

6.62 18.88

6.32

2.38 1.32

1.80

Numerioa1 Ability ••••

9.80

6.18 11.30

5.48

1.50 1.32

1.14

Abstraot Reasoning •••

21.52 11.38 27.64 10.02

6.12 2.31

2.65*

Spaoe Relations ••••••

29.02 17.75 34.18 19.60

5.16 4.16

1.24-

Meohanioal Reasoning.

18.98 12.37 22.36

8.34

3.38 2.02

1.67

Cleri oal-Sp & Aoou ••••

55.66

9.13 58.84 11.97

3.18 2.00

1.59

Spelling •••••••••••••

45.24 30.30 45.38 22.33

.14 4.92

.03

Sentenoes ••••••••••••

25.30 14.47 25.02 11.02 - .28 2.80 - .10

*

Signifioant at .01 level of confidence

I
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and Small (141).
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CHAPTER V

S tlMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

.--

"

The purposes of this investigation were to oompare
the vooational interests and aptitudes of a group of delinquent
and a group of nondelinquent adolesoent girls and to determine
whether any signifioant differenoes existed. 'The task of
distinguishing delinquents from nondelinquents is gradually
beooming more diffioult.

Persons having extensive oontaot with

members of both groups are espeoially aware 61' this faot.

The

diffioulty is:primarlly attributed to variations of enviromr.ent,
differenoes in-' oul tural oodes t and sooial mores.
top, are found to differ markedly.

Legal' ori teria, I

Judges and law of.fioers

frequently use their own jUdgement as to the degree of misohievousness or delinquenoy involved in speoifio oases.
oiroumstanoes are often oonsidered.

Attenuating

Muoh overlap exists between

delinquent and nondelinquent groups, and often no olear delfneatlon is made in regard to the olassifioation of delinquent or
felonious aots.
A synthesis of the literature in regard to a theory
of vooational interests or aptitudes indioates that psycholofists,
SOCiologists, phYSiologists, psychiatrists, and aoademic personnel
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still frequently emphasize faotors olosely related to the viewpoints of their specifio disoiplines as being

for the

~esponsible

development and/or manifestation of both vooational interests and
aptitudes.

,--

Although it is generally aooepted that conclusive
evidence supporting anyone speoific theory is not available,

•
many present day olinicians are becoming aware of the increasing
i~portance

of aptitudes and vocational interests, and are coming

to realize the far reaching implications of both areas.

It is

now generally acoepted that neither the development of interests
nor the manifestation of aptitudes is an abrupt occurence, but
both are gradual transformations affected by
and many environmental forces.

native capacities

It is also generallY,accepted

that the mere possession of innate abilities does not insure
adequate funotioning on a related assigned task, since proper
development of these aptitudes is dependent directly upon
personality factors, and indireotly, upon environmental

inf~uences
I

It is evident, also, that innumerable hypotheses have
been made regarding the existenoe of similarities and differences
in the vocational interest's and aptitudes of those
aelinquent ana nondelinquent behavior patterns.

c isplp~rinc:

A fe,,, "n€f:1.ni 'c.e"

conclusions are presented, some of Which are buttressed
highly speculative hypotheses, if not supported by

~y

clG:?r-ct~"c

evidence, wi th the hopeful intent of stimula tine fl1rther re802ro:l.
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The find.ings ot' many of the stuCl.ies presented in the
review of the literature are vitiated beoause of poor ori teris.
in the seleotion of subJ eots.

.

.The most unaesirable, but most

frequently ooouring weakness in studies oomparing delinquent

.--

-

and nondelinquent groups, however, was the poor oontrol or lack
of oontrol of important variables such as, age, education,
intelligence and socio-eoonomic status.
Previous studies brought out that both delinquents and
nondelinquents may possess unpatterned, depressed or clearly
delineated areas of vocational interest.

These stucents may

fluotuate or remain oonsistent in their vocational selections.
Similarly, in regard to aptitudes, no oonolusive evidence can
be presented from the available studies and the speculations
of numerous investigators with respeot to the superibrity or
inferiority of the groups.
In a final analYSis of the literature, it was found
that the following most important innate and external factors
could provide a basis for differentiating thevooational
interests and aptitudes of the groups employed:

physioal traits;

mental endowment; native and aoquired abilities; level of
aspiration; sooio-eoonomio sta tUB; personali t:y factors of self,
parents and associates; family, school and social adjustment;
occupations of parents and of frienos with whom one associates;
s.nd contaots with aotivities in whioh interests

o~n

be developed
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and aptitudes

disoo~ered

or more effioiently employed.

The subjeots in the present researoh were two groups

.

oomposed of 50 delinquent and ·50 nondelinquent, white adolesoent
girls, all residents of Chioago, from 14 through 16 years of age.
#.~-

Reading ability, IQ, sohool grade, residential area, father's
oooupation and sooio-eoonomio status were the other variables
oontrolled.

The delinquent subjeots seleoted were obtained from

the Illinois State Training Sohool for Girls at Geneva, Illinois.
These subjeots were paired with nondelinquents secured

fro~

four

large Chioago high sohools, located in different seotions of the
oity.

All subjeots were tenth grade students and soored, at

least, at the 8.2 grade
examination.

lev~lon

a standardized reading

No visual .or physioal impairm'ents, whioh could ha,)e

influenoed the seleotion of an oooupation or whioh could have
interfered with the proper display of aptitudes, were present.
The writer administered the Kuder Preferenoe Reoord and the
oomplete battery of Differential Aptitude Tests to both groups
aooording to the instruotions given in the manuals for the
respeotive tests.

Testing oonditions for both groups were very

On the basis of the numerous investigations Which
have been conducted with the Kuder Preferenoe Record since its
initiation approximately 20 years ago, it oan be ooncluded that
~alidity

I

I

Similar, and generally ideal.

its reliability and

,I,

have been adequately

ent~bllshed.

·.
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Numerous investigators state'that very favorable researoh fIndings
assure·it~

validity.

for the KPR.

.

A re1iabil~ty ooeffioient of .91 is claimed

The instrument was found

--

t~

i

be employed more than

any other type of vooational interest test in installations
affording counseling and guidance to· ad.olescents and adults of
both sexes.

It has been found reasonably reliable for age grpups

as low as the eighth grade.
The DAT, a more reoentaddition to the olinioian's
armamentarium, was introduoed in 1947.

It oan be employed with

adolescents and adults of both sexes, and is used in eduoational
and vooational guidanoe, and in the seleotion of employees for
more speoifio oooupations.

It not only gives'a profile for

individual oounseling, but affords a means of

oomparin~

groups.

The soundness of the assumptions and the thoroughness of the
prooedures involved in the oonstruotion of the DAT have reoeived
enthusiastio approval.

The eight tests oomprising the battery

are said to possess validities rather than one validity.
Reliabilitycoeffioients are available tor eaoh sohool grade,
from the eighth through
.
.the twelfth, for both sexes.

.

DAT norms

are based on more than 50,000 individual profiles from
adolescents and adults in different areas of the oountry.

The

instrument has been warmly reoeived by most of the experts in
the vooational
D.nd

counseli~g

and guidance fields.

Its rapid growth

extensive use give indioation of its general acceptance.
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The hypoth&ses tested and the results obtained from
these samples warrant the following oonolusionsr
1.

~

Nondelinquent girls do not possess signifioantly

higher mean soores ih the
areas of the KPR.

Ou~door,

Soientifio, and Meohanioal

All but two of the oooupations listed under

these vooational interest areas by Kuder are predominantly
masouline in nature and could be responsible for the greater •
differenoe found to exist between delinquent and nondelinquent
male groups.

Another reason for the similarity of the two

groups on these soales may be that, generally, not so much
importance is gtven to oareers by females as is given by males.
Vocational interests of female adolesoents are probably less
variable and more homogeneous than those of male
was pointed out in

pr~vious

studies.

subj~ots,

as

Finally, the control of

several important variables was more rigid in the present researoh
thus, further deoreasing the possibility of significant differenoes.
2.

Delinquent girls do not seoure significantly higher

mean soores in the Artistio, Musioal and Literary areas of the
KPR.

Instead, a marked similarity on these interest areas was

. aotually revealed.

3.

•

Nondelinquent girls reflect a more intense interest

in the Persuasive area of the KPR.

The differenoe was

signifioant at the 0.05 level of oonfidence.

This innioates
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~hat

the nonde1lnquents, ·as a group, would be more lnterested

ln meetlng wlth Bnd dea11ng w1th people than wdUld the dellnquents.

They would 11ke to promote projeots or sell thlngs

more than would the group cff dellnquent subjeots.

It it celieved

that the delinquents, as a group, less frequently resort to
logioal persuasion. "They are more oonoerned with the seouring

•

of immediate satisfaotlon and less able to postpone immediate
goals for more ultlmate ones.

4.

The lnterest profl1es of the dellnquent group are

not generally depressed or weaker ln 1ntens1ty.

When all signifi-

oantly hlgh soores (75th oent1le or above), and when all the
slgnlfloantly low soores (25th oent11e or below) for the two
groups were oompared, the homogeneity seemed

impress~ve.

The

speoulatlon in the ,literature that the personal problems of
delinquents lnterfere with the lntensity of yooational 1nterests
oould not be substantlated, at least with these groups of subjeots,
when several 1mportant var1ables were rlg1dly oontrolled.
5.

In the oomparison of the number of reoords having

two or more slgnifloantly hlgh soores (75th oentl1e or above),
said to refleot the range and intensity of vooatlonal preferenoes,
aEain, the similarity between the two groups was marked.

No

signifioant differenoes were observed.
6.

In the oomparison of the signifioantly high soores

(75th oent11e or above) obtained by eaoh group on the individual
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soales

of

the' KPR, in no instanoe did ohi square reaoh the 0.05

level of oonfidenoe, stipulated as signifioant in this study.
,7.; When the signifioantly low soores (25th centile
.,,-

or below) obtained by eaohgroup on the individual soales of
the KPR were oompared, again the likeness and overlap of the
two groups' was noted.
8.

The two groups differed signifioantly in regard

to the area of Abstraot
distinguishing them.

Reas~ning,

This

0.01 level of oonfidence.

the only aptitude test so

dif~erenoe

was significant at the

The nondelinquent group performed

more adequately where perseve'rance, logioal analYSiS, reasoning
ability, and abstraotion were involved.

9.

In two other aptitude areas, those

~

Verbal and

!4eche..n1cal Reason1ng, the orit1oal ratj,os e.pproximated the
0.08 and 0.10 levels of oonfidenoe, respeotively.

Though not

signifioant within the framework of the present study, the
differenoes favored the nondelinquent group, whioh showed a
~rend

areas.

to funotion in a more desirable manner in the reasoning
The abilities to persevere, to oonoentrate and to

funct10n on an abstract level are demanded by these reasoning
tests.

,

Skill in understanding conoepts fre.med in words, in

generalizing and 1n thinking constructively, are especially
involved in the Verbal Reasoning Area.

I

!
I

I

I

L

The delinquent group

seemed to beoome frustrated more easily in the performance of

,

I::
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these reasoning tests, seemed to laok oonfidenoe insofar as
suooessful oompletion of the tasks was
ooming to grips with reality.

oonoe~ed,

and avoided

On the XPR the delinquent group

obtained a slightly higher'trtean soore in the Meohanioal area;
but when foroed to display their skills on a standardized test,
in a struotured situation, they did not perform as well as the
nondelinquent group whose interest was not as strong.
10.

The two groups were distinguished at the 0.10

level of oonf1denoe 1n regard to a lik1ng for sohool attendanoe.
The nondelinquent group refleoted more positive feelings in
regard to both sohool personnel and aoad.emio material.
11.

The two groups differed most signifioantly in

regard to the desire to oomplete their formal high
ot'!llo~tlon.

~ohool

This difference was significant beyond the 0.001

level of oonfidenoe.

More nondelinquents stated they desired

to finish high sohool and to earn high sohool diplomas.

The

nondelinquents were able to reoognize the value of suoh training
and aspired to a higher aoademio level.

They were oonoerned

in a more mature manner w1th ultimate life goals.
Sinoe the intelleotual faotor was adeqUately oontrolled
the differenoes between the two groups were not attributed to
that variable.

As was noted in several other studies, however,

the delinquents did not effeotively apply the
'vlhloh they possessed.

intelli~ence

Personality characteristics, then,

~9
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had been pointed out by many authors who have investigated
aptitudes and interests, were,shown to be of primary
importance.
The present findings indioate that the delinquents as a group
are more labile, resort less to reason, laok self-oonfidence,
and refleot low frustration toleranoe.

They are more impulsive

and do not possess desired ego oontrol.

They seem to reflect
l

an inability to organize themselves for disoiplined and exact
reasoning.

They do not persevere as well as the nondelinquent

group, and tend to esoape or avoid reality situations whioh
might oause them personal disoomfort.

These charaoteristics

would espeoially interfere with adequate performanoe on the
interest and aptitude areas in which signifioant differences
or trends toward signifioanoe were found between the groups
1n

~he

present study.
It is reoognized that the KPR is deSigned to measure

preferenoes for broad areas of interest.

These vocational

areas are too inolusive to differentiate speoifio
pursuits.

oooup~tIonal

The possibility exists that wider variations may be

geographio locations.
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The major findings of. this study

1nd~~te

greater

similari ties between delinquent' and nondelinquent girls than
might be antioipated on

the~basis

the review of the literature.

of some findings reported in

Many of the very pessimistic

oomments pertaining to the delinquent's future in .the vooational
field, primarily beoause of his laok of vooational interest

•

or aptitudes, are not warranted on the basis of the present
findings.

The strong feelings of inadequaoy whioh many

in~ates

verbalize in regard to their abilities or aptitudes ,,;ould not
seem to be oompletely realistio.

It is true, however,' that the

possession of ability and interest does not insure adequate

.

funotioning on related vooational tasks, sinoe the proper
development and utilization of these interests ano aptitudes
de,end upon personality faotors and environmental influenoes.
The delinquent girls were unable to adjust in their communities
and that is indioative of some personal maladjustment on
parts.

the~r

Thus, it would be difficult to emphasize too strongly

the importance of personal oounseling and of sound vocational
euidance and training programs in reformatory institutions.

It

has been pointed out that a realistio appraisal of one's
potentialities and limitations is considered a primary prerequisite in successful vooational oounseling.

Inaividu~l

group guidance and the opportunities for the delinquent to

or

make first preliminary, and later more
the yooational field, should

hel~

intens~ve

explorations of

him to make more realistio

and more logioal vooational deoisions.

The effeot of these

,~

measures upon the delinquent's personal adjustment and social
efficienoy, upon his self-confidence, and sense of achievement
and reoognition, would be worth-while questions for further
investigations.

The effeot of these measures upon the

•

delinquen~s

chanoes for readjustment in the oommunity, after release, should
also be subjected to experimental investigation.
In dealing with any student, his 'freedom to ohoose
any vooation should be respected.

However, in reformatory

settings, espeoially, affording the delinquent the facilities
whioh will better prepare him to make more realistio and logical
vooational ohoioes 1s also an obligation whioh sooiety must
assume.

,
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